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Results.
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2020 Golden Shears Open Final, Masterton New Zealand
1 Rowland Smith - Maraekakaho 61.761
2 Nathan Stratford - Invercargill 63.260
3 Leon Samuels - Invercargill 63.526
4 John Kirkpatrick - Napier 64.715
5 David Buick - Pongaroa 65.223
6 Gavin Mutch - Whangamomona 66.927
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Some may be surprised to learn I am a 5 o’clock starter
most days of the week, and weeks of the year. No, I don’t
reach out and pull the greasy cord at that early hour, but
I do reach out and turn on Radio Sport*, because that’s
when the ‘Early edition’ of Jamie Mackay’s Country Radio
programme from the previous day is reprised.
Jamie and his team provide up-to-the-minute information
on all matters of rural interest, with stories and news told
via regular interviewees and other informed guests.
A couple of weeks ago I flicked the switch in time to
hear an interview with Zespri chairman, Bruce Cameron.
I may not have him word perfect, but in the context of the
COVID-19 crisis strangling our planet, Bruce said, ‘It’s
time to replace idealism with realism.’
If we are fortunate enough to emerge from ‘Lockdown’
in four weeks’ time (it may be longer) our daily lives will be
without the complacency we’ve enjoyed for so long. Those
with a strong sense of realism (as in our rural communities)
may get back on their feet much quicker than those less
used to relying on their initiative and common sense.
Our lives have already changed in so many ways,
probably forever and maybe even (in the future) for the
better. We are not going to wake up in four-weeks’ time
and just pick up where we left off, that’s for sure.
So, until Jacinda (kia kaha!) says we can do otherwise,
‘Stay home, stay in your bubbles and save lives.’ If we can
all do that simple thing, we should see you again in August.

Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)

Stop Press: Radio Sport has now gone off the air! Sob!

Next edition due 27 August 2020.
Deadline for all material two weeks prior.
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DAVE BATEMAN

shearing supplies
Quality gear, Bargain prices, Great service
BB

AA

13 Tooth combs
$22 each

All Cutters $4.90 each
ONLY $49 PER BOX

Choose from:
- AA or BB shape
- Full thickness or ground
- Standard or Wide throw

9 Tooth combs
$23 each

Cover combs
$25 each

Convex combs
$20 each

We stock parts and accessories to ﬁt most shearing brands
$100 each
Inner Flexis - made to order
$100 each
Outer Flexis 1.5m 1.8m and 2m
Comb Screws ﬁt Sunbeam/Beiyuan/Lister/Heiniger from $11 each
$50 pair
Handpiece Cogs
$120 each
Pendulum - duel (comb and cutter also available)
minor from $50 each
Handpiece Repair Kits
major from $95 each
As well as Grinders, Dagging Plants, and much more......

Handpieces
starting from
$380

parts also available

Only need a couple of things? Just want to try something new? No Problem!
There are no minimum orders
Free delivery for standard courier orders*, including to RD addresses.

Contact us today!
PH: 0800 837 300 TXT: 027-5454549
www.BatemanShearingSupplies.com
Prices and availability are subject to change without notice, prices include GST, free postage excludes freight and oversized, heavy items .
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In-Shed safety – raising the game

‘That’s why, addressing those stats through Tahi Ngātahi
and looking after our people is such a big focus for NZSCA,’
says Phil.
To extend the reach of Tahi Ngātahi to more communities,
NZSCA has partnered with NZ Merino. They plan to make
the online training available to all 400 of their ZQ Fibre
growers. ‘Tahi Ngātahi is about raising the woolshed game
and that’s what we’re all about too. Our brands need to
know that the shearing and preparation has been done in a
manner which cares for animal welfare and people alike.
We want Tahi Ngātahi to become part of business as usual,’
says Donna Didham, New Zealand Merino’s CSR & Ethical
Sourcing Manager.
NZSCA has also begun working with nationwide rural
wellbeing programme Farmstrong. They have jointly
produced a new video, ‘Raising Our Woolshed Game’ on
how to avoid common injuries and stay in good nick. The
video has already had more than 18,000 views on rural
social media channels.
‘The number one asset in any business is the people who
work in it. That’s why Farmstrong is a supporter of the NZ
Shearing Contractors’ Association’s efforts to boost skills
and reduce workplace injuries,’ says Farmstrong project
lead, Gerard Vaughan.

Nearly 1,000 shearers, wool handlers and farmers are now
signed up to use the New Zealand Shearing Contractors’
Association’s (NZSCA) online training platform, Tahi
Ngātahi.The website uses videos fronted by the best in the
sheds to pass on skills and safety tips.
NZ Shearing Contractors’ CEO Phil Holden says Tahi
Ngātahi is designed to boost skills, reduce workplace injuries
and attract new entrants.
The site is a joint initiative between NZSCA, Federated
Farmers, Worksafe NZ and ACC. Everyone who completes
Tahi Ngātahi earns an industry-recognised certificate and
farmers can use it to connect with contractors and complete
an online Warrant of Fitness for their woolshed.
To sign up visit www.tahingatahi.co.nz
Keeping sheds and equipment safe and workers injuryYou can also check out what else might work for you at
free is a big issue. The wool producing sector loses 9,300 farmstrong.co.nz.
working days to injury every year, impacting livelihoods,
families and communities.

New Zealand Shearing Contractors’
Association gives notice that the
Annual Conference planned for the end
of May has been cancelled due to ‘you
know what!’ The AGM will be held
‘remotely’ using modern technology.
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Cancellation of Industry Day/AGM
It will come as no surprise that due to the
Covid-19 virus outbreak the NZWCA
has cancelled the proposed Industry/
AGM that was to be held in Oamaru,
14th May 2020. In addition, the usual
field days conducted by the Association
are put on hold until further notice.
If you are still working in some
way at this time please adopt the best
hygiene measures in everything that you
undertake. If you are unwell at all err on
the side of caution, do not go to work
and seek medical assistance.
Background of NZWCA
The NZWCA was begun in 2006 with
the disestablishment of the NZ Wool
Board who had previously governed
and funded the classer registration in
New Zealand.
Today the Association appoints a
registrar and secretary, overseen by
a Board of Directors that consist of
members and wool trade representatives.
As the sole independent body it
operates in an expanded wool harvesting
industry role and has been instrumental
of late in a number of initiatives,
especially that of the continuation of
affairs relating to education.
Apart from actively promoting
membership to all wool classers,
maintaining a register and holding
refresher and field days, communication
etc, the Association has expanded
its interests and now participates
in relevant industry organisations
that focus on standards, training and
education as well as liaison with related
Government departments. Maintaining

Te Anau Shearing
Ltd
We have jobs available June
- August and Dec - April for
people who are reliable, have
good work ethics and positive
attitudes.
Meals, accommodation and
travel provided
Phone Andrew on
027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035

a good working relationship with wool
scours, brokers and wool merchants,
growers, shearing contractors and
their respective national organisations
ensures the greater good of the wool
industry as a whole includes the voice
of those at the coal face- wool handlers,
pressers and classers.
Registration of Classers
It is of concern that there are a number of
classers who are using their registration
but are no longer current members of
the Association. As with all trades, it
is a requirement that you belong to the
Association that issue and control the
registration number.
If you wish to continue to use the
registration number please become a
current member.
Should you have any queries relating
to this please contact the Executive
Officer/Registrar: Bruce Abbott eo@
woolclassers.co.nz or go to the NZWCA
web site www.woolclassers.co.nz and
click on join to enrol.
Certificate in Wool Technology: SIT
Graduates and scholarship recipients
take on the wool industry:
The five 2019 recipients of the WRONZ/
NZWCA Technology Scholarship:
Ella Caves, Malcolm Dillon, Marc
Ludlow, Olivia McCorkindale and
Jenna McLellan are passionate about
the wool industry and have all recently
graduated with a Certificate in Wool
Technology, completed by distance
learning through the Southern Institute
of Technology’s Telford campus.

Graduates can end up anywhere
in the wool industry, but not limited
to harvesting, scouring, brokering,
manufacture, fashion, promotion or
research. All of these areas are just
screaming out for passionate competent
employees.
Some of the benefits in completing
the Certificate in Wool Technology
demonstrate to potential employers
of how the graduate has applied
themselves, their achievements and
commitment to passing a qualification.
The sense of achievement changes
the way students view their career
prospects, gives confidence to tackle
something unfamiliar, opens up new
opportunities with the added bonus
of their commitment to study being
acknowledged by a scholarship.
It is pleasing to see that 23 students
passed the 2018/19 course and 30 have
enrolled in the 2020/21 course.
If you are considering doing the
course at any time, go online to the
Southern Institute of Technology (SIT)
http://www.sit.ac.nz and search for
wool course.
At this stage there is no start date for
the next intake as this will be advised
at a later date. But by all means register
your interest as it will give SIT an
indication of numbers.

Chrystal Shearing

BARROWCLIFFE
SHEARING

Has positions available for
reliable, experienced shearers
and shedhand workers for
mainshear. Nov. to end of Jan.
Our 2nd shr run is March to
end of July. Ring now to secure
a position.

Fancy work in the King Country,
Nov-Feb and May-July periods?
Have you got:
• Good work ethic?
• Positive attitude?
• Respect for fellow employees
and clients?
• Ability to have fun?

Phone Farrell on 06 839 7999
mob 027 308 8725
Or Max (organiser) on 027 688 4673

Training available.
Call Mark on 0275 544 433
Member NZSCA and ShearNZ
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Participants in the 8th annual Eastern Canadian sheep shearing competition held at the Agro Expo, Holstein, Ontario, on
5-6 July 2019. Back left: Jon Bell (MC), Quentin Ackerman (USA), Jake Sloan, Sam Sloan, John Kuepfer, Jack Butterick
(New Zealand), Bill McCutcheon. Middle left: Don Lewis (Expo chair), Gord Hanna, Brandon De Reijk, Ruco Braat, Allan
Cappella. Front left: Jerry Kelleher (Ireland), Josh Bruton (winner), Rob Gormley (UK), John Kuepfer, Billy Jo Blais,
Anthony D’atri. (The two John Kuepfers are cousins!)
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Remembering Bill Richards

awarded ‘Master Shearer’ status. He officiated at Jack Dowd’s
world lamb shearing record at Ngutunui in 1977 and predicted
that ‘John Fagan will win the Golden Shears someday,’ (about
six years before he actually did so!)
Then in the last decade of his life Bill picked up his pen
and began writing, ‘so my grandchildren would have some
idea of what it was like in the early days.’ Apart from Off the
Sheep’s Back, he also wrote A Pioneer’s Life and a book of
poems, the Ballads of Bill Richards.
So impressed was Sir Bob Jones when he read Off the
Sheep’s Back (while on a flight to England), on his return
he donated the $200,000 ‘Farming Family Sculpture’ to the
city of Hamilton as a 1990 ‘sesqui-centennial gesture, and
in recognition of the pioneering spirit which had been the
foundation of the Waikato district..
Mislaid for a while it may have been, but no need to
ponder why that Christmas card was kept, and treasured.
(Des Williams)

How often do we rediscover some little long-lost item while in
the act of searching for something else? Recently, this writer
‘happened across’ a Christmas card dated 1992, received
from shearing legend, the late Bill Richards, author of Off
the Sheep’s Back and other books.
‘Christmas cards all send the same message, year after year,’
Bill had written, with his 85 years evident in the ‘mature’
handwriting. ‘I like to send my own thoughts as well.’
On this card, Bill had recorded some little gems:
• ‘Friends are our greatest treasure. We can live without
a brother, but not without a friend. I value YOUR
friendship.’
• ‘Today’s preparations determine tomorrow’s
achievements.’
• ‘Tis the mind that makes the body sick.’
• ‘Happiness is not only what we experience, but what
we remember.’
Bill Richards died less than three years later, in August 1995.
‘My wealth is reaped from many places and experiences,’ he
wrote in Off the Sheep’s Back. ‘Many people will tell you
what they are worth by glancing at a bank book. If we judge
ourselves by that standard are we not reducing a priceless
human being to a mere piece of merchandise?
Born at Waihi in 1907, Bill Richards became a great New
Zealand shearer through quiet strength and determination
fashioned by a true pioneer’s upbringing. Bill’s father was a
Waihi miner until the 1912 ‘strike’, then his mother won a
Government ballot farm at Te Akau.
Growing up on the bush farm and gaining a couple of years
schooling by age 13, Bill soon acquired the essential rural
skills of bush-felling and shearing. He developed his shearing
craft around Te Akau. He did 12 in his first run and 103 on his
first day, but it took him another two months before he could
again reach the three figures. He shore his first ‘300’ at age 19
and later worked for Hawkes Bay contractor, George Stuart.
In 1934 Bill went with Stuart’s gang to Morikau Station,
on the Whanganui River. There he shore his best tally – 344 Shearing legend Bill Richards became a best-selling author
– and received the Wolseley Medal (one of 10 awarded to at the age of 80. He is pictured here signing copies of his
shearers exceeding 330 using Wolseley gear) for his efforts. book Off the Sheep’s Back at a Hamilton book store in 1986.
With a left arm shortened by two childhood breaks, Bill
controlled his sheep by balance and leg movement, instead
of the brute strength and strong left arm generally then in
vogue. Shearers have been grateful for that innovation ever
since. Bill also did much to perfect the Bill Higgins angled,
downward strokes on the last side.
In later years Bill became a shearing judge and in 1976 was

• Positions available for
shearers and shedhands with
good work ethics
• Excellent accommodation,
meals and transport provided
• Free wi-fi
• Opportunity to upskill with
in-shed training
• All stats and entitlements
paid where applicable

or small

Dose them all MONTHLY

Phone: Tomo on 0274 943 200
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Pauline Bolay’s big day
Canadian shearer Pauline Bolay set a new world record of
510 strongwool lambs in an eight-hour day on 7 December
2019. She bettered Kerri-Jo Te Huia’s 2012 tally of 507 by
three lambs at Whitford Farm, in the Waikaretu Valley, amid
international media interest in her achievement.
The 33-year-old Bolay, whose family moved about 15 years
ago from Westlock, Alberta, to Fairford, in Manitoba, was the
first female from the northern hemisphere to attempt a world
shearing record.
Beating her previous best one-day tally by about 100 lambs,
she passed Te Huia’s tally with less than three minutes to go,
and it could have been better. Two other lambs shorn during
the day were disqualified on quality grounds by the panel of
World Sheep Shearing Society judges, including convenor
Grant Borchardt, from Australia.
The coopworth lambs which, unusually for record attempts
in New Zealand, came from three different properties,
comfortably met the minimum requirement of 0.9kg of wool,
averaging 1.1kg at the official weight check on the Friday.
Bolay had huge support, in particular from employers and
record-bid managers Emily and Sam Welch, both also recordholders. It was in the same woolshed in 2007, just days after
first arriving in New Zealand, that Bolay watched Emily
Welch shear a nine-hour record of 648.
Starting at 7am on Saturday and finishing at 5pm, with the
four two-hour shearing runs separated by 30-minute breaks
for morning and afternoon tea and an hour for lunch, Bolay
needed to average under 56.7 seconds a lamb or at least 63.5
lambs an hour, caught, shorn and dispatched.
With Sam Welch right beside her as coach and clockwatcher for all 480 minutes – during which temperatures
reached well over 20deg C, compared with about minus 20deg
C back home in Canada – Bolay was right on target with 127
in the first two hours.
She followed up with 125 in the two hours to lunch, and
afternoon tallies of 131, and 127 in front of a woolshed packed
with spectators and supporters at the end.
Records Society secretary Hugh McCarrroll said it was an
emotional end for Bolay, who nevertheless had 24 hours later
recovered, saying: ‘I’m feeling pretty good, still on a high…
Everything’s (going) crazy.
‘I was pretty emotional because it was a dream come true,’
she told a Canadian Broadcasting Corporation journalist
two days later. ‘So many people were cheering me on and
supporting me. It was just like….We had done it.’
She spoke of the camaraderie of the woolshed, saying: ‘I
just love working and the challenge of improving every day.

						E W E N I Q U E

							 S H E A R I N G
							PARTNERSHIP
We service a large Wairarapa client base and offer
both permanent and seasonal positions for professionally motivated shearers and woolhandlers. Full
accommodation available.
Phone Rick MacLeod 06 377 1942
Members NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

Pauline Bolay was presented with her world record
certificate at Counties Shears on 16 February 2020.
You can always shear a sheep faster. You can always shear a
sheep cleaner. There’s always something you can do better,
so it’s never boring.’
She’d wanted to shear from a young age growing up in
Westlock, where the family ran a feedlot about an hour north
of Edmonton. From her arrival in New Zealand, shearing the
mainshear season through the southern summer, she was soon
also into the competition shearing scene, making several finals
and following in the footsteps of Canadian shearing trailblazer
Fiona Nettleton. who won the Junior final at Golden Shears
in 1988.
The glaringly-humble Bolay wasn’t daunted by the fact that
the record target was 25 per cent more than she’d ever done
before in the woolshed and said: ‘It was a big number to get
to, for sure. But it was do-able, and Sam was very valuable.
He told me beforehand he’d get me through all the lows. It
was one sheep at a time, all day.’
She’d seen several others going through similar ordeals,
from Emily Welch’s record 12 years ago, to the first women’s
eight-hours record in 2009, and Kerri-Jo Te Huia’s success
in breaking it.
Among others in the large team of helpers was New
Zealand-based Scottish shearer and 2012 world champion
Gavin Mutch, controlling the sheep pen for the day, and Ants
Bryant, preparing her combs and cutters, while among those
in the crowd was a sister who had flown from Canada.
Sam Welch said some ‘very clever calls’ were made in what
was the ‘most-strategic’ shearing record attempt he’d seen.
‘I knew she had to be on the mark by lunch,’ said Welch,
who in 2012 shore 674 ewes in a two-stand record over nine
hours, shearing with Te Huia’s brother, Stacey. ‘I had to give
the same speech that Stacey and I were given at lunch at our
record. ‘If you want this record you have to empty the tank this
run, and then run on momentum in the last.’ (Doug Laing)
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Maori and Pakeha?

‘Jan Eagle had tremendous mana in
both the arts and general community,
and worked extremely hard to achieve
her dreams. She always painted with
tremendous passion, and from the heart.
When looking at her work, one ‘feels’
the energy and emotion in each brush
stroke and artwork.’
Gwenda says she used quirky illustrations and vibrant colours for Edna
May, in keeping with Jan’s art and
life. ‘I am a colourist as well and see
this book as a way of keeping her
legacy alive. The book will appeal to
all ages, especially those with a sense
of humour.’
Edna May is one of six books written
and illustrated by Gwenda. Another
sample of her work may be more
familiar to Shearing readers through her
caricatures of Buck Naked and Doug
Deep – see page 21 of this edition.
The book is being read around the
world, with copies having gone to
England, Scotland, Wales, Switzerland,
Canada and Australia.
Copies of Edna May can be obtained
at Te Papa, Paper Plus stores and
through Wheelers Books.

As befitting someone who has such a
close association with Golden Shears
(especially with the current president!),
it may come as little surprise that
Gwenda Saunders has produced her
latest children’s book in both Te Reo
and English versions – Maori and
Pakeha, if you like.
Entitled Edna May, the book tells
the story of a journey undertaken in a
little Honda car (so-named) owned by
her dear artist-friend and mentor, Jan
Eagle, who died in 2018 at the age of 82.
Gwenda describes the book is a tribute
to Jan Eagle who had such a ‘zest for
life’ and the ability to inspire others.
‘The story started when I received
a phone call from Jan one night and
she told me about her outing that day
in her very unique car Edna May.
I vizualised it all immediately and
knew this adventure just HAD to be
documented.

Above: James Kerr’s gang at Omarama Station for the 1998 hogget shearing.
We recognise James in the front with sweat towel. Who’all are the rest of you?
(Photo from Brent Cole. Photo not previously published.)

Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine

Gwenda Saunders – self portrait!

We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided
Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago
Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201
Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz
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Above: Bill Hale (right) and Colman Cribb shearing at Linga,
Victoria. Below: Adrian Cox obviously had good reason for
missing the 60th anniversary celebrations at Golden Shears –
he had bigger fish to fry! He nabbed this 15lb sea run rainbow
trout while on an excursion in Argentina.

Action from the second annual Tokomaru Bay Speedshear,
held on 2 January 2020. Winners were Dino Smith (top)
and Rozzi Phillips above). The event drew strong fields in
both divisions. A great crowd and great night that raised
$8000 for the local school. And great work organising,
Rozzi Phillips!

Coming soon – a ‘must-have book’. If you are a regular
attender at Golden Shears you will recognise this face –
Pete Nikolaison, the photographer. Been doing it for many
years and is now about to produce an A4-landscape, fullcolour book capturing the Goldies highlights of the past
60 years and including full results from 2011 (when the
50th anniversay book was published.) Publication was due
in April but may be delayed by the Covid-19 crisis. Watch
this space or contact Pete direct on Tel 06 370 3222; email
pete@pete.co.nz.
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James Apes – a giant from the past
By Des Williams
When you spend many hours scanning
headlines in old newspapers on web
sites like ‘Papers Past’, the eyes soon
light up when they think they have
struck ‘gold’. Like the words that led
me to this story – ‘Giant of the Past’,
whaler and shearer’.
It’s a story in the Evening Star
(Dunedin) from 10 September 1938 and
there’s a further tantalising sub-head –
‘Old timer who created records’. Time
to start some serious research! The man
so-described was James Tiemi Apes of
Karitane, also known as Tiemi Hipi. He
was a whaler and a shearer, so you have
an immediate clue that we are going
back in time some distance.
James Tiemi Apes, we find, was born
at Puketeraki on 4 February 1855 and
died there on 4 January 1938, aged
83 years. The Evening Star obituary
note described him as a farmer who,
through hard work, changed his land
from native bush into a cultivated
state – a task that he set himself with
the perseverance characteristic of the
early settlers of the district.
‘The deceased, who was of athletic
build, was an expert in the shearing
sheds, and his daily tally was seldom
surpassed by any of his co-workers,’
the Evening Star reported. ‘A fine type
of volunteer, he was chosen to proceed
to the Old Country as a member of the
New Zealand Native Contingent on the
occasion of Queen Victoria’s [60th]
jubilee celebrations. Being a man of
excellent judgement he was frequently
called on to represent the Maori people
at important gatherings or to act for
them in business matters.’
James’ father, William Elisha Apes
(A pre-European settler who only used
the name William in New Zealand) was
of part Pequot Native American origin,
and was born in Groton, New London,

James Tiemi Apes (1855-1938)
Connecticut, United States of America,
on 7 May 1815. He was whaling from
the age of 14 years on various whaling
boats. William Elisha was on the Ann
Maria in 1839 when he and the ship’s
carpenter mutinied off the coast of
Otago over the captain’s treatment of
the ship’s boy. Seizing three ancient
Queen Anne pieces, they locked the
captain in his cabin then took charge
of the ship. The two brought the ship
into Port Chalmers, put off a boat with
their possessions in it and came ashore,
scuttled the boat and made their way
along the coast to Puketeraki, where
William stayed. He married a Ngai
Tahu woman named Mata Punahere,
daughter of Tamahika and Puketai and
he (William) died at Puketeraki on 25
December 1891, aged 76 years.
James was born within the sound of
the sea and was destined to spend a
considerable part of his life on the sea,
following in the footsteps of his father
as a whaler, when that industry ‘took
on a new lease of life’ in the 1870s
and 1880s. Born sixth in a family of
eight, James grew to be well over six
feet tall in bare feet and 16 stone in
weight – ‘A solid, sinewy column of
bone and muscle’.
And such was James’ strength at the
oars; he became renowned for needing
two men to row against him in order
to prevent the boat from simply going
around in circles. It is also recorded
that he was able to man-handle the
heavy vessels single-handed, by
carrying them upside down over his
head. The boat on which James chased
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the southern right whales was named
‘Maori Girl’, later put to rest at Toitu,
the Otago Early Settlers’ Museum.
Because whaling took up just a small
part of the year, James turned his hand
to shearing with the blades and here
too, his deeds became legendary and
his name, a byword. ‘So far did his
fame spread that men from the boards
in the great Australian woolsheds came
to this country and this province to pit
themselves in stamina and skill against
the man from Karitane. Always he
stood out as the leader of them all, his
colours never once being lowered,’ a
newspaper reported.
Mr Apes himself had recorded in
a letter to a friend about three years
before his death, information about his
time in the sheds: ‘I started shearing
when I was 14 years of age and was 50
odd years at it. My tallies for one day
were between 210 and 240.’
Among the stations where he was
known to have shorn sheep were Shag
Valley, Mount Royal, Hindon, Mount
Watkins and Rocklands (where it is
believed, he posted his best tally of
248), as well as other big stations in
the Coastal Otago district.
[Note: actual time worked per day
in the sheds at this time is uncertain,
though ‘eight hours and forty minutes’
is mentioned in several contemporary
newspaper items.]
James’ younger brother Tom (Tame)
was also a shearer of no mean ability,
with 200 a day common enough and
630 in three days at one run testament
to his ability. The two rarely shore
together in the south however, with the
1880 season at Blackstone Hill Station,
near Naseby, an exception. Tom Apes
then went to the Wairarapa, intending
to stay for three weeks and ended up
staying for 33 years.
Tom established his own reputation as
a fast shearer and found the Wairarapa
locals did not believe him when he said
his brother was the family gun. ‘So, I
sent for Jim [James] and he was with
me for one season. He was the fastest
of them all.’ And according to Betty
Apes of Dunedin (wife of Joe Apes, a
grandson of James Tiemi), James was
often to be seen bringing two sheep at
a time onto the board from the catching
pen and would hold one between his
legs while shearing the other.
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James married Peti Pirimona (aka
Bessie Freeman) on 29 May 1887 and
the couple produced seven children:
twin daughters Hera (Sarah) Tipuia
Apes (20.10.1888 - 6.11.1909) and Hine
Jane Apes (20.10.1888 -*.11.1899);
son Tame Kahupatiti Wikita Apes
(28.3.1890 – 12.9.1973); Elizabeth
Rehipeti Panahi (Lizzie) Apes (18911956); James Elisha Matapura Apes
(8.10.1893 – 10.10.1910); Punahere
Caroline (Catherine Lena) Apes
(16.6.1896 – 3.8.1911) and Tui Mere
Apes (1899-1961. Bessie Apes died on
18 January 1925 at the age of 57.
Prior to the two youngest children
being born, James and his family
suffered some major misfortune
in October 1904. While they were
attending a concert at Puketeraki to
raise funds for the Waikouaiti Native
School, they returned home to find
their four-roomed cottage burned to
the ground and totally destroyed. The
fire apparently started in the kitchen
fireplace.
As referred to above, one major
highlight of James’ life was his
selection in the New Zealand Military
Contingent that went to England in
1897 to take part in the celebrations
for Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee
(60 years on the English throne).
Then aged 42, he was one of four
Ngai Tahu representatives in the
Maori section of the contingent led by
Captain Hoani Paraone Tunuiarangi
(Ngati Kahungungu), together with a
30-strong ‘European section’ led by
Lt-Col A Pitt, Officer Commanding of
the Nelson Military District.
The other Ngai Tahu men were
Riwai Matiaha, Tutehounuku Korako
and John Hopere Wharewiti Uru. The
Contingent sailed for England on
board RMS Ruahine from Lyttelton
on 29 April 1897 and began their
journey home upon completion of the
celebrations in July of that year. They
paraded on horseback through London
and later presented Queen Victoria with
a petition [prepared before departure
from New Zealand] seeking the end
to disposal of Maori land:
‘We, your Maori people, desire to
retain our remaining lands, because
we know full well that these lands are
the only material support for us and
our heirs’, the Evening Star reported
on 29 April 1897. The same paper
later (6 September 1897) reported the
predictable outcome: ‘The only answer
possible to this petition was, of course,

The ‘Native Contingent’ that went to England in 1897 to take part in Queen
Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations. James Tiemi Apes is sitting second
left, front row. At 42 years-of-age, James would have been shearing for some
27 years at the time this photo was taken. (Matt Pomeroy photo collection.)
returned. It conveyed the sympathy of
the Queen, but stated that it was not
a matter in which it was for her to do
anything.’
The Otago Witness reported on 30
September 1897: ‘Mr James Apes, of
the Waikouaiti Kaik, one of the Maori
contingent sent Home on the occasion
of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee,
gave a lecture at the Mechanic’s Hall,
Waikouaiti on Thursday evening last
on his experiences during the trip and
the impressions formed by him in the
old country. The address lasted nearly
two hours and was very interesting and
amusing. There was a large audience,
the hall being well filled. … Proceeds
were handed over to the St. John’s
Ladies Guild.’
James played many leadership roles
for his Iwi in later years. He was
chairman of the Huirapa Runanga,

MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and
woolhandlers for permanent
or seasonal work. Good rates
offered, must be drug free.
Phone Tony 027 693 3010
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Puketeraki; a director of the Merton
Co-operative Dairy Factory; was
prominent in early Ngai Tahu land
claims. He chaired many public
meetings and other important social
occasions. He also stood for election to
parliament in the Southern Maori seat
(1911) but was unsuccessful.
It was said of Bill Higgins (first man
to shear 400 with machines in 1923)
in comparison to champions of other
sports: Higgins had a woolshed for
his stage and only his mates for an
audience. Instead of press and cinema
to bear witness to his ability and to
spread his fame far and wide, his fame
is in print only on the wall of a shed
and in stencilled lettering … His real
publicity agents are the shearing gangs
of New Zealand.
Fifty years earlier, when James
Apes was beating all-comers from
Australasia with the blades in New
Zealand shearing sheds, there was
even less awareness of his prowess,
at least beyond the southern regions
of the South Island. Just a few tallies
recorded in newspapers of the day.
But tallies maintained over a 50-year
career starting in 1869 through to about
the start of World War I leave one
imagining he must indeed have been a
shearing ‘Giant of the Past’.
Footnote: It is probable that James
Apes’ best tally of 248 stood as a
regional record (at least) until bettered
by William Corrigal of Alexandra,
who shore 263 sheep in eight hours 40
minutes at Rocklands Station in 1927.
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When is enough, enough?
By Hilary Gietzen
I recently had a shearing job, perhaps the best shearing job
I have ever had, that I struggled with. I frequently asked
myself, when is enough work enough?
I started shearing in 1978 when I was a sophomore in high
school. I had a small flock of sheep and as I was growing
up and it was always difficult to get them sheared. I asked
the local shearers to come in March, before lambing, but it
was usually August until they got them sheared. I begged
the shearers to come, offered more pay, and also offered to
haul the sheep to a neighbours farm on their shearing day.
I would usually be at the neighbours farm helping with the
wool anyway.
Since I was unable to spark any interest, and full of
determination, I decided to buy some used shearing
equipment and shear them myself. My intention was to shear
enough sheep for hire to pay for my equipment. Of course,
at 16 years old, I easily talked myself into owning my own
pickup, rather than use a vehicle from the family farm.
After an advert in the newspaper, my business was
underway. However, I wasn’t able to shear enough sheep
to pay for the pickup, a 1970 Chevrolet C-10. So, I was
committed to shearing for hire for another year. This
year, everything was going much better as I was gaining
experience. Once again, I made myself believe that it was
absolutely necessary to have a shiny new motorcycle to
park beside my red Chevy pickup at night.
I was actually enjoying the job as I was gaining experience.
The business continued to grow, and about 20 years later, a
small feedlot asked me to shear about 300 feeder lambs. Of
course, I took the job. It was mid-October, and we all like
more work in the slow season. The next year, the feedlot
had 1,800 feeder lambs. That was a very welcome job. The
feedlot continued to grow to 3,000 lambs the following year.
When the feedlot went from 3,000 lambs to 5,000 lambs,
the farmer requested that there be three shearers.
This was quite a change for me, as most of my career, I had
been shearing smaller flocks alone. Occasionally, I would
shear with another shearer, but most of the time, the farmers
were responsible for hiring the other shearers. I was quickly
learning what it is like to be a crew boss. I concluded that
I am the world’s worst crew boss. I have high expectations
of workmanship, and I don’t want to micro-manage.
For all the previous years, I was determined to do the job,

Pleasant Point, South Canterbury
Quality Shearers, Woolhandlers & pressers wanted
between the months of January - March & June - October.
Competitive wage rates
Call Anthony Frew 0276 148 089

The ever-increasing feedlot
and do it well. Always being prepared and dependable. I
somehow imagined all shearers had the same desire. Oops.
I was completely wrong. I was quickly becoming qualified
and experienced at operating a day-care center.
These 5,000 lambs were not all ready to shear at the same
time. So, I needed to come back several times. I was not
always able to have the same shearers each time I returned.
When I could get a good shearer, it was much appreciated.
But as you could imagine, most times the good shearers were
busy, leaving me with the nearly unemployable leftovers.
At some point, I concluded that when I saw the mess in
their toolbox, I wasn’t really looking at a toolbox, but rather
looking into their mind. At this point, I gained a tremendous
respect for all the contractors of the past and of the present.
I was far better off with 3,000 lambs alone than I was
with 5,000 lambs with a crew. It wasn’t long until I told the
feedlot owner I would rather that he hired someone else, and
I would work for that person, or I could do the job alone.
The problem I had was it was not feasible to hire the wool
help for only one shearer. So, this was the beginning of
doing everything myself.
The owner would put about 225 lambs in the shed
overnight, and I would do the penning, shearing, and the
pressing, and getting paid to do the entire job. It was an
absolutely wonderful situation. And to make it better, I
could come and go on my own schedule. Also, we had
facilities to dry wet lambs. If someone else would cancel
due to wet weather, I would frequently come to the feedlot
on short notice.
The feedlot varied from 9,000 to 10,500 lambs to shear
annually, and I loved it. I was close to my house, and home
at night. This was my best-ever job, and the feedlot was
becoming known as the best feedlot in the region.
Here is where the saying, “all good things must end
sometime” comes in. The feedlot expanded to 13,500 lambs.
This made it hard for me as I still had my run of pre-lamb
ewes to shear. I have close to 300 customers, and many of
these jobs I have been doing for over 30 years. These people
depend on me, and I cannot let anyone down. It was for this
reason that I sheared for 147 consecutive days. (To page 16)
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I was optimistic that things would be better next year.
The next year, there were 18,000 lambs. These last two
years I worked the hardest I worked in my life. I asked
numerous shearers to help me, but it was a tough winter, and
a hard shearing season. Everyone was behind schedule, and
no one was available to help. This job was pushing my body
and determination to the limit. It was also interfering with
my regular run of pre-lamb ewes. Both the feedlot owner
and the farmers with the pre-lamb ewes were patient with
me as they could see I was doing the best I could.
When I finally finished the 18,000 lambs, I told the owner,
“I got them done, it went well, and I was prompt, but I
can’t do it again.” I have since passed the job to another
contractor. I figure I have sheared about 184,000 lambs in
the one shed in the last 21 years.
I would like to take this opportunity to ask all shearers,
young or old, to be proud of your profession, and take pride
in your work. Be professional and dependable. You never
know where your career will take you. For me, it is going
on 43 years of shearing, travelling through 22 states of the
USA, and 13 countries on six continents. I am closing in on
1.2 million sheep, most of which were in the USA.
******

If you want to settle down with good conditions and
steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you could
find a place in the Paewai Mullins team. We work
for some great people and we have some great people
working for us. There is always room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Fax 06 374 4153
Aria: 022 374 4062
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.
Email: office@shearingnz.co.nz
Website: shearingnz.co.nz

Shearing Industry – COVID-10

The global spread of coronavirus is highlighting major flaws
with the ‘gig economy’ and employment law, as casual workers
are denied basic rights like wage cover during this crisis, or
paid sick leave due to their employment status as contractors
rather than employees.
Many workers do not have the ability to work from home
and if sick or unwell, some, like shed staff classified as subcontractors, do not even have paid sick leave. Jills Angus
Burney, FIRST Union consultant on the shearing industry,
says that casual or seasonal workers, like those who work for
different shearing contractors from season to season are among
those most at risk. Given the aging workforce, the health of
workers is really important to being able to work again at full
capacity once the lock-down is lifted.
The New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ Association has
arranged for individual contractors to seek exemptions (to
continue working) from MPI, but those not exempted from
the lock-down should be providing worker’s wages or leave
compensation to employees who are in lock-down (even if not
diagnosed with coronavirus).
FIRST Union is calling on contractors not operating during
the lock-down to provide all workers with their leave or wage
compensation from the government wage subsidies scheme.
Angus Burney likens the WINZ/MBIE application process for a
COVID-19 subsidy to one that contractors usually invoice their
farmers to pay wages, is like invoicing the government instead.
‘We’re concerned that these workers may be pressured into
keeping on working, even if unwell and some may feel as if
they have no choice or will be disadvantaged if they refuse
work at this time,’ said Angus Burney.
Any offer to shearing industry workers may only be a BandAid solution and highlights a major failing of the gig economy
generally: ‘Where shearing staff are treated as sub-contractors
or casuals just proves that wage protection and sick pay is
necessary and not a “nice-to-have” – a permanent solution is
desperately needed,’ Angus Burney said.
The Government has recently completed a round of
consultation on its Better Protections for Contractors
discussion document, which includes a range of options to
discourage the misclassification of employees as contractors
and improve work rights for genuine contractors. FIRST Union
submitted in support of all but one of the proposed measures,
which would result in the reclassification of some contractors
as employees, therefore giving them access to paid sick leave
and other benefits.
‘We are urging the Government to commit to implementing
the measures it tabled in the document if re-elected,’ Angus
Burney says. ‘The gig economy does not provide workers with
the basics – it doesn’t make sense that a Countdown delivery
driver (who’s an employee) has sick pay but a permanent
shearer (who’s classified as a contractor or a casual) doesn’t
or worse, their entitlement is there but the contractor doesn’t
pay it. The Government needs to step in and ensure employers
play fair.’
Workers with queries about their employment are welcome to
contact FIRST Union consultant, Jills Angus Burney for advice
on 0275910066 or FIRST Union at their membership contact
centre on 0800 863 477 or go on the MBIE Employment
website for further information. NZSCA members can email:
contactus@nzshearing.com.
‘Tough times don’t last but tough people do.’
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Clayton-Greene & Welch gang members working on the lamb flock at Waikoha Station (near Pirongia) on 12 January
2020: Noah White, Gerrit Henderson and Rex Karaka (pressers); Wade O’Shannessy.
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Opposite: Before returning to school
for 2020, nine Rathkeale College
students, one Palmerston North Boys
High School student, and Marangai’s
Junior Shepherd were on the four-day
beginner shearing course run by Elite
Shearer Training. The course took
place on Pattie and Tony O’Boyle’s
Marangai Station, 30 minutes from
Masterton. The group of 11 had Gavin
Rowland, Catherine Mullooly (Day 1
& 2), and Paerata Abraham (Day 3 &
4) as their shearer trainers, and Rose
Puha on Day 1 for wool handling. Most
of the students had come from primary
industry backgrounds, with some
having previously been dagging, and
a couple having shorn once or twice.
The group hit the ground running,
and at the end of the four days all were
still smiling. The professionalism of all
the trainers saw the group walk away
having learned valuable skills and has
sparked the shearing passion with some
now looking to compete in the Pahiatua
and Golden Shears Novice section.
Heading back to school a couple of
days after the end of the course, and
the consensus being that it was the ‘best
course ever’, there is another whole
group of students wishing to get onto
the next course.
Pictured opposite, back left: Flynn
Beagley, Sam Mathewson, Michael
Buick, Manu Didsbury, Daniel
Beveridge, Daniel O’Boyle, Matt
Griffith. Front left: Charlie Oliver,
Sam Loder, Brigette Mossman, Shane
Colton. (Coadette Low)
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Pay it forward
By Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell
Alois was the name of a stockman
that worked on the farm where I
grew up. Unfortunately, he was a bit
of an alcoholic, but a very nice man
nevertheless.
My father was his boss, however
Alois had worked on that farm for
many years before we arrived and
helped my dad find his feet.
Alois had an incredible sense for
animals and owned a champion dog.
He spent his summers up on the Alps,
where the cows stayed for a few
months each year. He made Alp cheese Morrell Shearing gang at Beaumont Station, February 2020, from left: Kevin
and walked the cows to far away tucked Sutherland, Scott Nichol, Daniel Floyd, Julian Karl, Harlem Taunoa, Kaea Kingi,
valleys and gullies for feed, then bring Terry Rix, Karen Waihake, Cayle Pasco, Lezza Ormsby, Kerry Keith, Lachlan
them back to milk.
Chittock. In front, Caleb Reynolds and Jayda Millanta.
My father remembers that Alois
never lost any stock, which was quite incredible given the trade, the quicker they will be of some use to you in your
land, 2000m above sea-level, mountainous, hazardous. team. Not everyone wants to be an instructor, coach, mentor
Whenever he couldn’t find a group of cows, he would stand or teacher however. “I am not paid for this”, is what we hear
there and think for a while, then walk in a certain direction sometimes …
and promptly find them together, with his dog. Every time.
Maybe we all need to remember who and how many taught
He walked for hours each day. He was a heavy smoker, us things we never paid for, and not just in the work place.
and yet still, nobody could keep up with him, he was a
A great deal of satisfaction is derived from seeing a
mountain goat.
‘student’ improve, develop and succeed. In fact, it is one of
He also made the best cheese, never measured anything, the major contributors to happiness of a human: Helping
just worked by feel and taste and smell. The cheese was others, pushing them up, supporting them on their way of
made over an open fire, in a smoky old hut, no running water, becoming the best version of themselves, being a positive
no electricity. Every time, those cheeses came out spot-on cog in the wheel of their life and expecting nothing back.
and sold like hot cakes to tourists driving past the Alp.
(To page 18)
He had no children, and stuttered badly, so he was not one
to pass on his knowledge.
My father reckons Alois had no idea how talented he really
was, how incredibly knowledgeable, efficient and effective
in his profession. I asked my father if he ever told him, he
couldn’t remember if he did.
Alois finally found love in his fifties. His partner wanted to
live in the city, so he resigned and moved away from the farm
and alp life. He got a job in a factory and died not long after.
The point of my story, some people don’t realise what
they know and how skilled they really are. Maybe they
have worked in the profession all their life and it just sort
of comes naturally to them.
Often they are unaware of what they could teach younger
All year round steady work available stretching
or lesser skilled work mates.
between Otago, Southland and Northland.
Maybe they don’t communicate very well. Maybe they are
Opportunities to up skill, Elite Shearer Training
quiet and unassuming, and nobody realises how good they
Courses on our run as well as wool handling
really are. Maybe they are simply too shy to offer help and
courses.
support. Maybe we just fail to listen. Either way, someone
Top pay rates, good accommodation in town,
has taught them and someone has taught us.
quality food
Paying it forward has always been the traditional way of
Cooks
positions
available.
Permanent staff/ locals
teaching young ones in the sheds.
wanted to service our run
How often do we hear: ‘My uncle showed me, I travelled
with my dad for a while; my older cousin looked after me at
M: 027 630 9081
the beginning; my big sister taught me the basics; my friend
Msg
us
on
Facebook
: www.dmshearing.co.nz
showed me everything she knew.’
I guess, the quicker you teach someone the tricks of the
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(From p17) Before I finish, I would like to share an
interesting experiment that was done with six-month-old
babies. They were shown a video clip of a cube pushing a
ball up a hill, then at the top, a triangle would push the ball
back down to the bottom. The cube would then help push
the ball back up the hill, only for the triangle to push the
ball back down to the starting point.
After watching this, the babies were given a choice of
toys to play with: A cube, a ball and a triangle. ALL babies
chose to play with the cube!
I have had many teachers in my life and some of them I
never even thanked for their help and contribution, mostly
because at the time I didn’t even realise that I they taught
me something.
They were my cubes.
Be a cube. Use your talent, your learning, your efforts by
paying it forward.
It pays off in a big way.

Changed your address?
Please remember to let us know so we can keep
our distribution labels up to date.
Phone 0274 833 465
Email shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
or Private message on Facebook
(Shearing magazine)

Action from Counties Shears, 16 February 2020: Top: Phil
Wedd trying to remain cool, calm and collected under the
intense scrutiny of judge Richard Waddell during the open
heats. Above: A combined age of 140 years waiting for
their heat – James Ruki, Jack Fagan and Ralph Smith (who
accounts for more than half those years!)
We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June
through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards
our clients and fellow staff are essential.
Travel and meals provided.

Work available in the
Gisborne region for
quality shearers and
shedhands

All enquiries welcomed to
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz
Mike Maguire 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007

All enquiries welcome

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ
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Finish of the lamb shearing at the Walter property, North Hokianga, with a cold one or two under the puriri tree. Left,
14-year-old Sam Craig (grandson of Jack and Jenny Walter). Group from left: Tony Lunjevich, Danny Walter, Tony
Clutterbuck, Doug Booth, Neil Walter, Jack Walter. Jenny Walter (the photographer) explains there’s not a lot of sheep in
the North Hokianga these days so this is not a common sight!)

Stand for Thomas Bracken

Joel Henare, Golden Shears open
woolhandling champion for the eighth
year in succession. (Should be on the
cover, Joel!)

The author of New Zealand’s National
Anthem, Thomas Bracken, spent some
years as a shearer and drover, also a
‘gold fossicker’ and storekeeper before
establishing himself as a poet and writer.
Born in County Monaghan, Ireland,
in 1843, Bracken was sent to live with
an uncle in Australia when 12-yearsold, following the death of his father
in 1852. His mother had died several
years earlier.
Southland historian James Herries
Beattie mentions Bracken in his book,
The Southern Runs (Gore Historical
Society, 1979). Writing about the Castle
Rock run, Beattie relates a story told
him by a Mr Thomas Green:
‘In 1864 he [Green] was walking
along a street in Melbourne when he
saw a notice, “Wanted for New Zealand
– twelve shearers”. He went into the
agency and signed on for the job.
‘David McKellar had sent the notice,
and the agreement stipulated for a round
of sheds commencing with Castle
Rock and continuing with Centre Hill,
Longridge, Benmore, Okaiterua and
others in the district.
‘The twelve shearers came across
in the Alhambra to the Bluff and
the uncouth look of that seaport was
sufficient to deter six of them from
landing and they callously broke their
agreement and went on with the ship to
northern ports.
‘The remaining six “shouldered their
blueys” and walked up to Castle Rock,
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Thomas Bracken (1843-1898
but the weather was so wet it was three
weeks before they could shear a sheep.
One of the shearers here was Thomas
Bracken, the [later to become] famous
poet, and he was good company and
used to tell yarns and recite poetry in
the men’s hut in the evenings.’
Bracken continued shearing for
several years while trying to establish
himself in ‘literary circles’. He moved
to Dunedin in 1869, had his first book
of poems published and then began
working at the Otago Guardian.
So, next time you hear‘God of
Nations, at thy feet ...’ spare a thought
for Thomas Bracken, the man who once
had some of the nation’s sheep at his feet
and a pair of sharp blades in his hand!
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Fun for Maurie Anderson
By Des Williams
(Originally published in the Golden
Shears souvenir programme,1997.)
It’s years since Maurie Anderson has
had to think too much about his days
as a shearer, and he hasn’t been back to
Golden Shears since appearing in the
1972 Open final.
A dairy farmer for the past 25 years,
Maurie now milks more cows in a day
than even his considerable tallies in the
shearing sheds. But as we sit and start
to roll back the years and the memories,
Maurie’s hearty, infectious laugh soon
lets you know that he really enjoyed
those days behind the handpiece, and
the escapades that were a natural part
of life on the road.
Born at Rotorua in November 1939
and brought up at Manawahe, by Lake
Rotoma, Maurie left school at 15 and
went to Ihungia Station on the East
Coast as a junior shepherd.
‘I did that for two years and while
there, I started to shear a few sheep with
blades – doing the stragglers and that
sort of thing.
‘Something that always stuck in the
back of my mind was the time I picked
up a handpiece – the shearer there was
doing 200 a day and the boss came along
and said, ‘For God’s sake don’t try to
keep up with this joker!’
‘I knew straight away that was my
style of life, I was competitive even

Maurie Anderson, c1997
in those days, so I did try to keep up. I
really enjoyed the shepherding job, but
shearing soon took over! Most of my
shearing tuition came from Ivan Bowen.
I’d be the closest in style to Ivan in those
days, even did his famous backhander.
We took a bigger belly off back then,
which meant we could get the last side
off in about four blows.’
From Ihungia, 18-year-old Maurie
then came back to Whakatane and started
shearing, fencing and bushfelling.
Shearing an open run, he got up to 200
in his first week. In his second season
he’d been going for about a month and,
one day, had 300 on ewes in his sights
when he cut a tendon on his hand. But

the desire to do big tallies remained…
‘Then I introduced myself to contract
shearing around Bay of Plenty at
20, working for private farmers and
also doing Lands and Survey blocks.
Then I shifted to Gisborne and moved
into Taupo as well. The most men I
employed in any season was 108, and
we were shearing about 800,000 sheep.
‘I was shearing full time as well as
running the gangs and then took on a
partner, Ian Bedford, who ran the Bay
of Plenty side and I ran the Gisborne
side. Ian was working for me as a full
time shearer at the start and then when
we went into partnership he stopped
shearing to become full time organiser.
We worked together in partnership for
six or seven years.”
But back to those tallies. The modern
day exploits of the Fagans, MacDonalds,
Morrells, Smiths and Fordes are fresh
in our minds, but record attempts were
common-place 30 years ago too, and
Maurie was right amongst the action.
His first opportunity came when he
spent the 1962 season in the Wairarapa,
working with Graham Clegg (‘The
best education I ever got was shearing
with Graham!’). Maurie and Graham,
together with Floyd and Darren Price,
decided to try themselves out on a fourstand, shearing lambs.
‘We dagged 2000 in preparation for
the day, thinking that would be enough,
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but we ran out of lambs well before the
end. I reckoned at the time I could have
broken Colin Bosher’s record (606) if
I’d been able to keep going.
‘At that stage, woolclasser Hippo
Morris wanted me to keep going on my
own to do the record, but I said, ‘Well,
we’ve all gone together for the team
record, so we’ll stay together as a team.’
‘They brought in some ewes to keep
us going and I did about 20 of those,
giving me 581 for the day. About 612
looked on at one stage, but for the time
lost in changing mobs.’
Shortly after came a five-stand ewe
record at Panikau Station, north of
Gisborne, involving Ray Alabaster, Jack
Conn, Evan Malyon, Morrin (‘Timber’)
Wood and Maurie. ‘Those sheep were
bloody terrible, I think we averaged
about 400 each, from memory.’ [Actual
tally 2133 Romney cross ewes.]
Next up was a three-stand tally at
the Waikite Valley property of Peter
Hawken, on 23 November 1965.
Maurie, Jack Conn and Tony Brown had
been shearing together for three years,
and made their decision to go for the
record some time earlier, when they’d
been crutching the ewes.
Contrast the following with the
preparation which goes into an attempt
these days:
‘There had been plenty of rain in the
Valley the previous week and we had
to wait for the sheep to dry, but we felt
good on the morning of the attempt, so
away we went,’ Maurie says. “Many of
the sheep shorn early in the day were
sticky but they improved as we went on.
“But towards the end of the day it was
Wide-combing it with ...

Maurie Anderson and mates at Panikau Station, north of Gisborne in 1963 after
shearing a record 2133 romney ewes in nine hours: from left, Morrin ‘Timber’
Wood, Ray Alabaster, Jack Conn, Maurie, Evan Malyon. ‘The sheep were bloody
terrible,’ Maurie recalled in 1997.
realised we were going to run out of would seem, such noted feats as a swim
sheep, so they mustered in another 100 of Cook Strait or running a midday
or so from the neighbouring property.’ marathon in Mexico City.
‘For his record-breaking attempt, he
The three mates shore 1224 full-wool
Romney’s between them (Maurie 438; was set a difficult assignment because
Jack 397 and Tony 389), clipping an many of the ewes carried brass ear tags.
One false stroke with the handpiece
average 8lbs/3.5kg of wool.
In January 1967 Maurie broke what could have meant the loss of valuable
was then believed to be the world time (and that’s not all!).
‘The ewes were carrying about
record – Colin Chamberlin’s 511 shorn
at Greymouth a few weeks earlier – by 13 months’ wool and conditions in
shearing 524 Perendales at Holger the outside yards were particularly
dusty. The ewes had been machineRohde’s property near Onepu.
‘…So intense and humid was the dagged about a month ago’, the paper
heat during the afternoon that the concluded.
Maurie returned to the same property
members of the gallery who watched
the record attempt were asked to leave precisely two years later – January 1969
the shed,’ the local newspaper reported. – to do it all over again under the ‘new
‘As a consequence, Mr Anderson’s rules’ which had just been introduced,
performance was a classic in endurance and added one more sheep to the tally,
and physical discipline, rivalling so it 525. (To page 22)
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That mark, later beaten by Jack
Dowd, is recognised as the first in the
sequence leading to Darin Forde’s 720).
‘We did that 525 under the new
system with time keepers and judges
and God knows what. Alastair Simpson
was one of the judges. I shore by myself
that day, but they were not tally sheep
really, some took 25 seconds and some
took two minutes. I was only allowed to
leave one in the pen and they had sand
through them too.’
Just weeks later came one of the few
regrets Maurie has about his days in
shearing. It was the shearer’s dream – all
the country’s top guns assembled in the
same shed, same sheep, same day, same
conditions, one humungus showdown.
The shed was famous Morikau,
60km north of Wanganui, (where Bill
Richards had earned his Wolseley
Medal in 1934 by shearing 344 in a day)
and the shearers were Maurie, Colin
Bosher (Otorohanga), Ian Donaldson
(Northland), Rob Macdonald
(Waikato), Danny Holland (Rata),
Gordon Byers (Northland), Brian
McDonnell (Wanganui) and Tony
O’Reilly (Kimbolton).
‘Morikau – I was a stupid bugger
over that – I went down there grossly
unfit, I’d been off shearing for about a
month when that came up and I went
into Rotorua and shore in one of the
sheds with the boys. I did about 98 or
100 in the run and thought, ‘Oh yeah,
I’m right.’ Then I went down to Morikau
and blew my arse completely – cramps
like I’d never had before, in my guts, in
my legs, in my arms – it was just as well
Ailsa [wife] had gone down with me!
‘That was my biggest disappointment
in shearing, not being able to last out
that day because I was quite confident
in my own mind that I could have done

it – the Bowens will say the same thing.’
For the record, Danny Holland did
443, stopping 20 minutes before 5.00pm.
‘Danny was one of those guys who would
knock off when he thought he’d done
enough!’, Maurie explains. McDonnell
did 431 and was voted best shed shearer
for the day, while O’Reilly and Byers also
comfortably got their 400’s.
Equally memorable, but for different
reasons, was the year Maurie went
down to Balclutha for the Otago
championships. He flew down with
Bill Anderton and two woolhandlers,
made the open final and cut a teat on
his second sheep, and the foursome won
the team event.
‘We hired the plane to get down there,
a guy in the gang said he could fly so
we hired a Cessna. Just after we took off
the door came open so we got that shut
again in a bloody hurry.
‘This guy would go away up to about
12,000 feet and away down again, as
though he couldn’t keep it under control.
Going across Cook Strait, we were away
up so high the waves on the shore just
looked like thin wisps.
‘Then he switched off the motor and
I just about crapped myself, eh! ‘What
the hell are you doing,’ we said. The guy
spoke with a bit of a stutter and he said
‘I jjjust ttturned it off ttto check it was
ssssttiilll ggggoing!’
‘Then he turned the motor on again
and when we looked down we could
actually see Wellington airport way
below us, so we would probably have
been alright – with the right pilot!
‘When we got to Balclutha they had
sheep on the strip and he got right down
low and tried to buzz them off. Then the
plane stalled again, but we managed to

land alright and finally got out of the
plane. I’ve never been so glad to get my
feet back on the ground! My motherin-law was living down there so I rang
her and told her I’d be coming to stay
for the night and going back with Air
New Zealand.
‘She asked me why and I said,
‘Because I don’t like the pilot we’ve got
at the moment!’ It was the most hectic
trip I’ve ever had, anywhere, but we got
home safely in the end. I vowed and
declared I’d never go to the South Island
for any more shearing competitions.’
But Maurie did keep going to
Masterton each year for the Golden
Shears, and he was rewarded in 1972
by gaining one of those priceless places
in the Open final.
‘It was just great to get in that final,
but I was unfit again – just like that day
at Morikau – and I ran out of steam
towards the end and I remember my
arms feeling like lumps of lead. I was
pretty happy to finish fourth over all and
I still remember the bloke who won it!’
And soon enough the shearing life
started giving way to dairy farming.
Maurie had bought his first block of
land in 1968 – 20 acres and house,
then acquired a dairy and pig farm.
That led to a 110 acre dairy farm just
out of Edgecumbe, which he and Ailsa
(by now the Andersons had three girls
to provide for – Michelle, Tracey and
Bronwyn) decided to farm themselves.
And not without some success. In
1978 Maurie (Ngati Pikiwai) won the
Ahuwhenua Trophy (dairy section),
the premier award for Maori farmers.
Recognising pasture management, stock
husbandry, finance, farm repairs and
maintenance, farm development and
forward planning, Maurie received the
(to page 23)
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handsome silver trophy from the then
Minister of Maori Affairs, Duncan
McIntyre.
These days Maurie also sharemilks
450 cows on another property at
Ruatoki. ‘Ruatoki is a development
block – it’s alright but it can get a bit
cold up there.’
Mentioning the word ‘cold’ starts
Maurie laughing again, as yet another
shearing yarn comes back to mind.
‘One guy I worked with many years
ago used to do 300 a day, a tremendous
tally in those days, and he always had
a bottle of beer on the board with him.
‘We got to this shed once where the
boss had a strict rule – ‘No beer on
the board while you’re working in my
shed!’ So this guy put his beer into a
Coke bottle. The boss came along and
said, ‘What’s that you’re drinking,
Coke? That’s no good, it’ll rot your
guts!’ ‘No, boss, cold tea, that’s what it
is!’ ‘You’re my man!’, the boss told him.
The shearer then asked him if he wanted
a drink, and did he go crook when he
found out what was really in the bottle!
‘Shearing wasn’t a bad life, but
it wasn’t always that good. (‘It was
terrible!’ Ailsa suggests!). The thing
that used to upset us most was the
way shearers were treated – like dirt.

Phone: 027 862 3424
We’re looking for friendly &
reliable people who like to take
pride in their work.
Our busiest times are main
shear (late Nov to early Feb) and
second shear (late April to early
July), but we love to hear from
keen people at any time.
We have positions for shearers,
woolhandlers and woolpressers.
Top pay rates, transport and
food supplied. Accommodation
available.

Call or text to book in and
“Get Shearin’ with Kieran!”

‘Quarters were usually pretty shabbv,
but you had to shut up and accept it
otherwise you’d lose that shed to some
other contractor. Mattresses were nonexistent, you had nothing decent to sleep
on but were expected to work like a dog
the next day!
‘It was a very hard life, with a lot of
marriage break-ups, but a lot of the boys
who shore for me have done well – Phil
Johnstone, Winston Bryant, Wallie
Richards… If they came into the job
as a means to an end they did well, but
otherwise they just drifted from shed to
shed and season to season.’
But the good memories endure.
Maurie Anderson starts to crack up with
laughter again as he remembers ‘Abo’,
the guy who came to work with Glegg,
claiming he could do 400 a day.
“If Clegg’s on stand one, I’ll take
stand two,” Abo said that first morning.
I did 50-odd the first hour and Abo did
about 38. “You just wait until these
sheep come right, I won’t be waiting
round for any bugger,” he reckoned.
‘Yeah, there were some great
characters alright, and plenty of laughs
along the way.’
Postscript: A few things have changed
in the 23 years since this story was
first published. Maurie now lives at
Kawerau. He stopped milking cows
about ten years ago and since then he
and his daughter Tracey have been
operating a home kills and butchery
business (Rangitaiki Home Kills) based
at Edgecumbe. His wife, Ailsa, died
some seven years ago. And some things
haven’t changed. He still hasn’t been
back to Masterton since 1972 (though
did give some thought to going down for
the 60th anniversary shears last month)
and he definitely hasn’t taken any more
flights to the South Island in a Cessna!

We have vacancies for professional
shearers, shedhands and pressers to
staff our Ashburton-based shearing run.
We offer excellent accommodation,
top pay rates and steady, year-round
work with busy main-shear and prelamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541;
Grant Smith 0272 413 010
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Who, when, where and why? Two-year
subscription to Shearing for the most
accurate answer. (Editor the sole judge!)

Another Poser (easier than
the one above)

The Golden Shears 60th anniversary
singlet, given to all competitors in the heats
for shearing, woolhandling and pressing.
Let’s say you’ve just become one of the
many volunteers who work behind the
scenes each year to make ‘Goldies’ the
success story it has been for the past 60
years. (And weren’t they lucky to get the
2020 show all done and dusted before
the big V arrived.) So, new volunteer, it’s
your task to work out how many singlets
are going to be needed for 2021, and how
many you think you’ll need in each of the
size ranges. Assume they come in small,
medium, large and XL. Where would you
start trying to make sense of all that? And
sorry, the person who did it last year has
left the country and can’t be contacted!
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Women rock at Waihi-Pukawa
.
By Jills Angus Burney
‘What an historical day for shearing
records’ was the Welsh Convener,
Martyn David’s summary as he
confirmed the record set in the Waihi
Pukawa Station woolshed at the end
of the 4 stand women’s record on 23
January 2020.
With tears in his eyes, Martyn David
praised the girls moving from a very
nervous start at 5am that morning to
settling down, and to be very proud of
what they achieved and becoming a
credit to women’s shearing.
Shearing Sports New Zealand
chairman Sir David Fagan went further
and described the day as ‘One of the
greatest in the history of shearing in
New Zealand.’
As the accolades rolled in, just
after 5pm the four women shearers
stood at each other’s side with their
teams to praise the helpers and doers
on the day. They were provided an
opportunity – the first ever women’s
team record (more than two) in thirtyfive years – and on the day they dealt
to the challenge in spades.
The new world record holders are
Megan Whitehead (23), of Gore, who
lead the way with 608, Blenheim
contractor Sarah Higgins (27),
originally from Havelock, who shore
528, Natalya Rangiawha (27), from
Raglan, who shore 507, and Amy
Silcock (32), from Wairarapa farming
locality Tiraumea, who shore 423.
They were set a target of 2000 lambs
on the day, and with ease totalled 2066

with a final quality rating of 10.6.
In his World Record report, Martyn
David commended the shearing to a
very good standard, which noticeably
improved after a cold start to the
morning as the weather warmed up
with their best tallies in the last run
showing how fit and prepared they
were. Martyn David made particular
mention of Megan Whitehead, ‘whose
attitude, determination and quality
throughout the day was amazing.’ and
predicted her future as a long way to
go in records shearing.
Just prior to Christmas in her record
build-up, Whitehead became the first
woman to shear 600 in eight hours, and
only the third woman to ever shear over
600. She is the first to shear that pace
multiple times.
It was a highlight of the day to see
the record wealth of Alan ‘Mickey’
McDonald, Mike Barnett, Cartwright
Terry and Digger Balme being shared
with the respective ‘seconds’ as problem solving and fine-tuning helped
towards the final tally. There was a
highlight of other firsts in the team –
while Quentin Whitehead and Coel
L’Huillier have been ‘seconds’ before,
both Chris Jones from Marlborough
and top United Kingdom open-class
woman shearer, Una Cameron, who
flew out from Scotland for the event,
had not. Cameron became the first
woman to Second at a world shearing
record, while new Records Judges,
Ronnie King and Neil Fagan were
refereeing at their first official record.

The awesome foursome at Waihi-Pukawa Station – Natalya Rangiawha, Sarah
Higgins, Megan Whitehead and Amy Silcock.
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More than 200 locals and supporters
crowded the woolshed in the last run;
and with 16,000 people watching
livestreaming – the event was social
media beamed across the world. It was
reported later that more than 77,000
people have viewed the live-streaming
clips, and over 20,000 have watched
the Cartwright Terry ‘YouTube’ video
of Whitehead shearing her first sheep
in the last run in just 37 seconds.
With her pace, Whitehead wouldn’t
have been out of place shearing on the
third stand in the Puketiti three-stand
men’s record just before Christmas
2019. Martyn David gave welcome
encouragement to the World Records
Committee to reflect on the changes in
society and encouraging more women
to attempt records, as he signalled the
way for even a mixed-gender tally in
the future.
Over the past thirty-five years, team
records have been the men’s incubator
of talent and skill, and it was hugely
exciting for those present to witness
the Waihi-Pukawa woolshed rocking
to yet another successful world record.
Afterwards, tributes flowed to the
farm staff, the Wairere-bred sheep
preparation, all the volunteers and the
Barrowcliffe sheep washing team and
numerous sponsors who helped make
the day.

Great reading on the ‘wide comb
dispute.’ Contact Mark Filmer:
mfilmer62@gmail.com
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Presidential Oration

When Abraham Lincoln, at a little town
named Gettysburg in November 1863
delivered what later became one of the
most famous speeches in history, he used
the words, ‘the world will little note, nor
long remember what we say here.’
For reasons that I won’t explain
here, he got that seriously wrong,
did Old Abe. Though, at the time he
was probably making a ‘fair call’
because many speeches, especially
those delivered by politicians, do indeed
soon become forgotten.
Now, without trying to elevate
Wairarapa farmer Sam Saunders into
Lincoln’s class as an orator, it would be
nice to think Sam’s presidential address
at Golden Shears 2020 will endure at
least a little longer than the average
because he spoke in praise of wool, and
what we should be doing with it.
Golden Shears had been striving for
many years to have our shearers and
woolhandlers reach, and maintain, a
high standard of proficiency in their day
to day work processing our fabulous
fibre. That being one of the main reasons
why Golden Shears was started sixty
years ago, Sam reminded us.
Wo o l , b e i n g b i o d e g r a d a b l e ,
environmentally friendly, flameresistant and sustainably produced is
a powerful product, he said. Wool was
‘green’ long before that word became
fashionable. It doesn’t float in the
ocean and is not a pollutant like plastic
– ‘You’ll never see a fish with wool

The Awesome foursome at WaihiPukawa, in descending order: Sarah
Higgins, Amy Silcock, Megan Whitehead
and Natalya Rangiawha.

stuck in its teeth!’ (Pin that one on the
wall, folks!)
Then a history lesson – news to this
listener, and perhaps to many others in
the stadium: Queen Elizabeth I during
her reign [1558-1603] had become so
concerned about the poor state of the
wool trade, she had Parliament pass
a law requiring everyone over the age
of six to wear a woollen hat (‘a cap of
wool knit’) on Sundays. She made the
wealthy line their carriages and coffins
with wool and for their shrouds to be
made of wool. These measures helped
save the industry at that time.
‘This is what we need to do with our
industry today – we need to insulate our
houses and carpet our floors with wool
(sustained applause!) Wool is a very
powerful product, both environmentally
and economically and we need to be
using it for these very purposes.’
The catastrophic fire in London’s
Grenfell residential tower (2017) and
the fire at Auckland’s Sky conference
centre last year would not have been
nearly so damaging if those buildings
had been insulated with fire-resistant
wool instead of highly flammable
synthetic materials, he suggested.
To paraphrase the late Mr Lincoln,
the world should strongly note, and
long remember the words of President
Saunders at Masterton’s Golden Shears
in the year of 2020 Vision. And again
start using the product, as in days of old,
and as it was meant to be.
Is it Sunday yet? Hand me my woollen
hat, if you wouldn’t mind …

Top: The ‘Southland’s Ian Harrison Fan Club’ at Golden Shears, from left: Bernie
Walker (honorary member, Australia) Edsel Forde (Ex-Orepuki), Des Williams
(ex-Tuatapere) and Jeff Crengle (forever Tokanui) with Mr Harrison, Golden
Shears open finalist 1961 – sole survivor of that legendary line-up.
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When the result of the inaugural Golden Shears open
championship was announced on the Masterton War
Memorial stage in 1961, the first name called was that of Ian
Harrison, from Southland.
That’s according to the delightful story told by the late Ivan
Bowen on one of his last visits to the stadium some years ago.
On hearing Harrison’s name, Ivan said he had immediately
thought to himself, ‘how could Ian have won, he finished
two sheep behind me!’ ‘Then the announcer added … ‘in
sixth place.’
In the same way, fifth (Kevin Sarre), fourth (Mac Potae) and
third (Bing Macdonald) were revealed. That left Ivan and his
brother Godfrey standing together. ‘Godfrey then leaned over
and whispered, “I shore my sheep pretty well, Ivan.” I leaned
back and said, “I shore my sheep pretty well too, Godfrey!”’
As history records, Ivan shore his sheep a little better than
his more fancied brother and etched his name on the Honours
Board at the age of 44.
Fast forward sixty years and that same Ian Harrison from
Southland was again up on the boards, sole survivor of those
original six finalists. Now aged 86, he could comfortably
pass for being about 20 years younger, and showed in the
‘Evergreens’ division that he still knows his way around a
sheep with comb, cutter and hand-piece.
Ian Harrison’s presence at the 60th Golden Shears was just
one of the many delightful aspects of the four-day celebration
last month. Past champions Brian Quinn, Tom Brough, Roger
Cox, Martin Ngataki, Ivan Rosandich, Edsel Forde, Paul
Avery, Paul Grainger, Sir David Fagan, Peter Casserly and
Dion King (still competing) were also present, together with
many other ‘legends of the industry’ – Ken Pike, Jeff Crengle,
Charlie Pearse and Rei Rangiawha, to name just a few.
As with all birthday parties, there had to be a cake, and
what a nice touch it was when the 2020 novice champion,
14-year-old Ryka Swann of Wairoa was invited to lend his
youthful hand to the ceremonial knife, along with Laurie
Keats and Harrison.
And so to the main event, 9pm Saturday night. Rowland
Smith looking for number seven; Johnny K wondering if
he can turn back the clock one more time; David Buick still
seeking to become the long-awaited, first-ever home town

DRUNK DRIVER

champion; Nathan Stratford, thinking second place is good but
the ‘purple’ around the neck would be better; Gavin Mutch,
looking to repeat the success of 2015.
And Leon Samuels, the new-comer, Goldies open finalist
number 80 since 1961. He’s been in four or five big finals in
the past 12 months, including recent wins at Balclutha and
Gore. Does he know that the last Southlander to win the open
final also did so at his first appearance? (Edsel Forde, back in
1989, a feat matched by Cam Ferguson in 2010.)
As expected, it’s Gavin Mutch on stand six who blazes
away for 45 seconds to grab the immediate lead, with Buick
and Smith close behind. The frantic pace continues for
several sheep before the commentator (John McBride, was
it?) mentions the flying Scotsman hasn’t been doing so much
shearing lately, and wonders if he will be able to maintain
that speed through 20 sheep.
Time sure does fly when you are having fun, watching.
Rowly soon hits his straps and takes command of the field.
From eight sheep onwards he looks as though number seven
will soon be his. Leon has endured something of a nervous
start to prove he belongs in this elite company and second
cuts are few and far between in his work.
But, sheep by sheep through his pen, Rowland Smith
edges closer and closer to the purple ribbon. Challenges ebb
and flow from the other five stands but nobody can sustain
the hectic pace and the quality required to win the greatest
shearing contest in the world. Soon enough, Smith receives
the purple ribbon from Prime Minister, Rt Hon Jacinda Ardern
and moves one clear of Quinn on the honours board.

GRANT MURDOCH
SHEARING
Kurow
(Member NZSCA)
Positions available for reliable,
experienced finewool shearers and
shedhands for pre-lamb. Mid-July to
end of October.
Great working environment,
accommodation available, top pay
rates, meals and transport provided.

There’s far too many of these on country
roads between shearing shed and home.
Make sure they don’t have to put your
name on one of them.

For all enquiries call Grant
on 0274 307 678
or office 03 4360436
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Results: Golden Shears, Masterton, 4-7 March 2020 (Martinborough) 151.56 2; Muriwai Paul (Masterton) 154.68 3;
Shearing:
Golden Shears Open (20 sheep): Rowland Smith (Hastings)
61.76 1; Nathan Stratford (Invercargill) 63.26 2; Leon Samuels
(Invercargill) 63.53 3; John Kirkpatrick (Pakipaki) 64.72 4; David
Buick (Pongaroa) 65.22 5; Gavin Mutch (Whangamomona)
66.93 6.
PGG Wrightson National Circuit Final (15 sheep - 3 merino,
3 longwool, 3 corriedale, 3 lambs, 3 second-shear): Angus
Moore (Seddon) 71.29 1; Nathan Stratford 71.56 2; Troy Pyper
(Amberley) 72.80 2; Brett Roberts (Mataura) 73.64 4; Aaron
Haynes (Feilding) 76.27 5; Paerata Abraham (Masterton) 76.98
6. Godfrey Bowen Trophy (best quality): Nathan Stratford
13.8pts.
Trans-Tasman test:
Shearing (12 sheep- 6 merino, 3 long wool, 3 second-shear):
New Zealand 227.97 pts (Troy Pyper 68.48; Paerata Abraham
75.87; Nathan Stratford 78.625) beat Australia 239.28 pts
(Daniel McIntyre 66.797; Nathan Meaney 78.656; Damien
Boyle 93.836).
Senior (12 sheep): Brandon Maguire-Ratima (Winton) 52.59 1;
Reuben Alabaster (Taihape) 55.23 2; Gethin Lewis (Wales) 55.84
3; Ruka Braddick (Eketahuna) 57.35 4; Paul Swann (Wairoa)
57.77 5; Ross Thomson (Dawlish, England) 58.75 6.
Intermediate (8 sheep): Cullum Pritchard (Pongaroa) 42.84
1; Brayden Clifford (Waikaka) 43.52 2; Cory Barrowcliffe
(Piopio) 43.94 3; Aled Llyr Evans (Wales) 45.37 4; Manahi Fox
(Masterton) 45.43 5; Matthew Hunt (Waikaka) 47.96 6.
Junior (5 sheep): Elis Rees (Wales) 33.13 1; Sam Jones (Wales)
33.57 2; Destiny Paikea (Heriot) 38.09 3; Adam Gordon
(Masterton) 40.54 4; James Wilson (Winton) 41.30 5; Kyle
Rhodes (Wairoa) 41.62 6.
Novice (2 sheep): Ryka Swann (Wairoa) 25.92 1; Michael Buick
(Pongaroa) 30.75 2; Lachie Crafar (Kimbolton) 33.56 3; Chief
Whakaue (Tikokino) 33.61 4; Connor McIntyre (Pongaroa) 37.82
5; Josh Devane (Taihape) 39.10 6.
Women (6 sheep): Sarah Higgins (Blenheim) 35.36 1; Pagan
Karauria (Alexandra) 37.06 2; Catherine Mullooly (Matawai)
37.71 3; Emily Welch (Waikaretu) 39.03 4; Laura Bradley
(Woodville) 40.72 5; Emily Te Kapa (Scotland) 43.27 6.
Blades shearing (3 sheep): Allan Oldfield (Geraldine) 38.95 1;
Isaac Duckmanton (Okuku) 45.98 2; Peter Casserly (Kaiapoi)
47.95 3; Phil Oldfield (Geraldine) 54.97 4; Katie Reid (Scotland)
73.96 5; Allan Grant (Carterton) 80.54 6.
Blades Challenge: Allan Oldfield 32.56 1; Phil Oldfield 37.21 2;
Katie Reid 56.25 3; Nicki Gutler (Australia) 59.07 4.
Open Encouragement Invitation (6 sheep): Marshall Guy (Kaeo)
31.84 1; David Gordon (Masterton) 31.97 2; Darren Alexander
(Hastings) 32.94 3; Tegwyn Bradley (Woodville) 33.30 4; DJ
Crawford (Gisborne) 41.22 5; Dean Herlihy (Whangamomona)
42.08 6.
Maori-Pakeha Teams (8 sheep): Matene Mason (Masterton) and
Alex Smith (Rakaia) 77.57 1; Conan Te Kene (Taumarunui) and
Liam Jensen (Stratford) 79.79 2; Ricci Stevens (Napier) and
Tristan Mackay (Wairoa) 82.63 3.
Students Challenge (one sheep each shearer); Pukemiro Station,
Dannevirke (Connor McIntyre, Zane Rogers) 1; Rathkeale
College, Masterton (Sam Mathewson, Michael Buick) 2;
Smedley Station, Tikokino (Chief Whakaue, Matt O’Reilly) 3;
Waipaoa Station, Gisborne (Jarem Hari, Cole Claydon) 4; Iona
College, Havelock North (Rosie Bates, Anna Rasmussen) 5.
Woolhandling:
Golden Shears Open (5 fleeces): Joel Henare (Gisborne) 168.72
1; Pagan Karauria (Alexandra) 213.44 2; Sheree Alabaster
(Taihape) 239.96 3; Candy Hiri (Mataura) 266.6 4.
Trans-Tasman woolhandling (8 fleeces - 4 merino, 4 longwool):
New Zealand (Sheree Alabaster, Pagan Karauria) 280pts beat
Australia (Aroha Garvin, Racheal Hutchison) 373.5pts.
Senior (4 fleeces): Amber Poihipi (Ohai) 124 1; Jasmin Tipoki

Lashara Anderson (Invercargill) 158.36 4.
Junior (3 fleeces): Te Anna Phillips (Taumarunui) 152.08 1; Jess
Stewart (Masterton) 196.3 2; Heaven Little (Balclutha) 224.7 3;
Conan Gray-Harmon (Masterton) 241.56 4.
Novice (2 fleeces): Laura Bradley (Woodville) 117.9 1; Robyn
Kraus (Germany) 122.3 2; Grace Teate (Australia) 176.62 3;
Shontaye Walker (Bulls) 179.84 4.
North Island Open Circuit final (6 fleeces - 3 longwool, 3 secondshear): Keryn Herbert (Te Kuiti) 114.08 1; Sheree Alabaster
(Taihape) 124.88 2; Ngaio Hanson (Eketahuna) 152.96 3;
Emaraina Braddick (Eketahuna) 193.9 4.
Woolpressing:
Men’s singles: Vinnie Goodger (Masterton) 42.95 1; Ricci
Stevens (Napier) 56.1 2.
Mens Pairs: Vinnie Goodger and Jeremy Goodger (Masterton)
32.2 1; Adam Gordon and Joseph Gordon (Masterton) 58.45 2.
Women’s singles: Emily Te Kapa (Scotland) 83.75 1; Koko
Namana (Masterton) 161 2.
Novice: Cody Lambert (Palmerston North) 55.85 1; Jarlen
Benoini (Pongaroa) 59.85 2; Bigga Hughes (Taumarunui) 69.5
3; Quentin Miller (Pongaroa) 71.55 4.
Shearing, Woolhandling and Pressing:
Triathlon (points in shearing, woolhandling, pressing): Vinnie
Goodger 136.28 1; Jimmy Samuels (Marton) 173.09 2; Conan
Gray-Harmon (Masterton) 179.16 3.
Evergreens Golden Shears 60 years celebration:
Shearing Over 76yrs (2 sheep): Hugh McCarroll (Tauranga)
23.01 1; Jeff Crengle (Invercargill) 26.97 2; Ian Stewart
(Masterton) 28.37 3; Allan Bridson (Whangamata) 30.66 4; Sid
Tatana (Masterton) 31.49 5; Ian Harrison (Invercargill) 40.08 6.
Shearing 66-75yrs (3 sheep): Peter McCabe (Tauranga) 20.64
1; John Hand (Australia) 24.45 2; Richard Pearson (Carterton)
26.59 3; Philip Woodward (Waikaretu) 28.86 4.
Shearing 55-65yrs (3 sheep): Dave Brooker (Rangiora) 25.39
1; Russell Knight (Apiti) 26.23 2; Nuki Gordon (Masterton)
28.81 3; David Hodge (Whakatane) 33.36 4; Bruce Pankhurst
(Masterton) 33.56 5; Steven Cooper (Opotiki) 33.93 6.
Evergreens Woolhandling: Rose Puha (Kimbolton) 40.22 1;
Waina Peneha (Masterton) 50.78 2; Rangi Roycroft (Piopio)
51.1 3; Dayna Te Aho (Milton) 56.56 4.
Young Farmers Club Blue Ribbon Shearing (6 sheep): Jimmy
Samuels (Marton) 27.08 1; Ethan Pankhurst (Masterton)
28.46 2; David Gordon (Masterton) 29.10 3; Hemi Braddick
(Eketahuna) 29.81 4; Sarah Higgins (Blenheim) 33.17 5; Floyde
Neil (Taumarunui) 33.53 6.

Cake cutters for the 60th birthday – Ian Harrison (1961 open
finalist; Laurie Keats (founding member Golden Shears);
Ryka Swann (2020 novice champion) and Sam Saunders
(Golden Shears president, 2019-2020).
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ADRIAN COX
SHEARING LTD
has vacancies for
experienced shearers and
shedhands for
stayout work on his
fine wool run based
in South Canterbury.
Excellent working
conditions.

Give Adrian a
call today!
Tel 03 614 7811

Golden Shears action: Top left: Let the Games begin.
Laurie Keats deals to the yellow ribbon. Centre: Waina
Peneha, Golden Shears open woolhandling champion 2002;
Opposite: Junior shearing finalist, Destiny Paikea. Top
right: Former shearing instructor Peter Taylor, still knows
how to ‘shear it once, all over’ (quote Ivan Rosandich);
Above: Jordi Grant from Hastings, in
the senior heats.

Kirkpatrick Shearing
Hawkes Bay
We’re looking for reliable
shearers, woolhandlers and
pressers for main shear midNovember to 1st February.
Also winter shear, mid-May to
mid-July.
Training will be available
Contact John Kirkpatrick or
Raylene Kirkpatrick on
021 887 843
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BLUE JEANS ON THE COVER (TRIBUTE)

He identifies his poems with just two words, ‘Blue Jeans’
But in that sunlit land of language, he is a man of means
I doubt he’s ever done his dough buying flash Italian suits
He’s more at ease in wide-brim hat and leather riding boots

Rural Recognition

The 2020 Norwood New Zealand Rural Sports Awards were
announced at Awapuni Racecourse in Palmerston North on
Friday 13 March. Convenor of the Awards Judging Panel,
Nathan Twaddle, said the awards celebrate traditional sports
Of the High Country and Central, many stories he has told and the people who keep events running year-in and year-out
in the towns and settlements across New Zealand.
About the blazing summer heat and the biting winter cold
‘We had a fantastic line-up of finalists for each category.
He writes of highway hobos, country pubs and curling men
Our
2020 winners have proven themselves on the field of
And how things really used to be in times ‘way back when’
their rural sport or in the committee room organising rural
sporting events around New Zealand.’
In just a verse or two he takes you climbing right up there
Shearing Sports personalities picked up two awards,
Towards the dangerous overhang he mustered every year
summarised by the following citations:
Or to the smoky corner bar where he tippled many a night
Allan Oldfield: Norwood New Zealand Rural Sportsman
And of how in twenty summers he’d become a sorry sight
of the Year – The Geraldine local holds both the individual
His images come from yesterday, and a hundred years ago and team’s category world bladeshearing titles. Allan
From along the dry Cardrona, and from up near Bendigo
impressively became the first New Zealander to beat the
He describes with such a passion those blue Otago skies
blade shearing process of South African competitors.
And his story of a country bloke brings tears to your eyes
In 2018, Allan was named the second person ever to win
blade shearing at the big four royal shows in the UK; the
He spirits you back to Passchendale with a Christmas card Royal Highland, Royal Bath and West, the Royal Ulster, and
Where New Zealand men in uniform found the going hard Royal Welsh. Recently, he won the blade shear competition
And tells of one remembered yet at Waihou Forks Hotel
at the 60th anniversary of the Golden Shears and he’ll be
Met death on a foreign battlefield, lies buried where he fell looking to defend his world title in 2022 (Scotland).
He’s written of the Old Man Range and moonlit Molyneux
And blokes he met along the way like shearer, Barney Blue
He’ll tell you ‘bout the double-fleecers up on Yorky’s Run
Or battling with an old scrub bull out there beneath the sun
He recalls yarns about loyal mates and debts repaid in full
And revives our fondest memories of bringing in the wool
He came up with a line or two on a man they’d written off
And gave quiet warning to be careful at whom you’d scoff
He takes you to the gold mine sites out there west of Hyde
And the old Chinese diggings up at Arrowtown and Clyde
He mines his own mother lode up there on ‘Welcoming Hill’
As the Naseby sun shines upon his matchless rhyming skill
In sixty years of ‘mustering’, ‘Blue Jeans’ has met them all
And told us of their exploits, with descriptions true and tall
From Dansey’s down to Wanaka he’s gathered in their tales
And no doubt heard a lie or two at Cromwell’s cattle sales

Shearing Sport NZ publicity officer Doug Laing (centre)
with Minister of Agriculture Hon. Damien O’Connor (left
and Larry Ellison (Levno sponsor)
Doug Laing: Levno Contribution to Rural Sport – The
Napier journalist’s contribution to shearing is legendary.
Doug first reported on the Golden Shears while at school
© desperado 2011.
The above lines are reprinted from Shearing August 2013 as in the 1960s and went on to co-found the New Zealand
a tribute to Ross ‘Blue Jeans’ McMillan of Naseby, master Shearing Magazine in 1984. Gathering all the results from
poet, who died at Lawrence on 17 November 2019, aged 90. 50 years of the world’s premier event, Doug also started
the Golden Shears History which was published in 2010.
And these lines, from the master himself:
After successfully documenting the history of shearing,
Where the Sunsets Go
Doug set his sights on the Hawke’s Bay A&P Show, where
Let’s celebrate a special mate
he helped revive the shearing championships. His unrivalled
The way he’d want us to,
dedication to the sport saw him nominated for the role of
Without a tear, without a prayer,
Media Officer for Shearing Sports New Zealand where he
With just old me, and you.
became responsible for bringing shearing into the global
spotlight.
A simple toast would please him most
Not just a man of shearing, Doug believes in developing
With language he would know
sports opportunities for everyone – his achievements include
Help wing his soul towards its goal
Out where the sunsets go.
helping to revive rugby league in Hawke’s Bay.
He may not have traded anecdotes with Baxter or CK Stead
(They never took us thru’ the door of a busy shearing shed)
He does have an affinity with Sam Hunt and Denis Glover
But in my book of Kiwi poets, it’s Blue Jeans on the cover!
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New Three-stand record

L’Huillier and Foote were still taking less than 35 seconds
a lamb, machine-on to machine-off, in the afternoon, but
the heat was taking its toll and the record could have been
higher but for about 10 lambs discounted as not up to the
quality standard.
L’Huillier had run-by-run tallies of 178, 168, 165 and 166.
Foote’s runs were 174, 166, 166 and 161, and Langlands 160,
159, 157 and 156.
It was the second world shearing record broken in New
Zealand in just over a fortnight, with Canadian shearer Pauline
Bolay having shorn a women’s eight-hour record of 510 lambs
on December 7. (See page 9.)
An attempt on the solo nine-hours merino wethers record
on 4 January 2020 by prolific records shearer Stacey Te Huia
was abandoned early in the day. (Doug Laing)

Three Waikato shearers on 23 December 2019 smashed a
world record in a woolshed west of Piopio township, despite
temperatures that reached well over 30 degrees.
Chasing the three-stand strongwool lambs record for eight
hours, Coel L’Huillier, Kaleb Foote and Daniel Langlands
averaged more than 20 lambs every quarter-hour each to set
a new mark of 1976, comfortably passing the previous mark
of 1825 with about 40 minutes to go.
Shearing at Ingleby Farms’ Puketiti Station, the 33-year-old
L’Huillier topped the individual tallies with 677, getting his
name into the World Sheep Shearing Records Society’s books
for a third time. Foote, a 25-year-old former New Zealand
intermediate shearing champion, shore 667, and Langlands,
28, cruised past his goal of the first 600 of his career and
finished with 632.
Among those in the big support crew of over 50 was Te
Kuiti-based Welsh shearer Delwyn Jones, one of the three who
set the previous record in another King Country woolshed in
January 2017.
The new record-holders were overwhelmed by the
community and family support, Foote telling the shedful as
he held his certificate in the air: ‘It was all for us (three) to get
one of these. It’s a pity that no one else gets one.’
L’Huillier regarded himself as the outsider drafted-in to
help the locals but said the support from the community was
‘unbelievable’ and added: ‘It’s been one hell of a journey.’
Langlands, who had 84-year-old granddad Rex among a
group of eight family who’d travelled from Opunake for the
day, said it was contractor Mark Barrowcliffe who pulled it
all together but it needed the help of a large number of people
including station manager Rusty Morgan, the large shed crew,
the judges, convened by Australian official Peter Artridge, the
woolhandlers, and gear experts Alan ‘Mickey’ MacDonald.
Barrowcliffe said he would normally have had about 60
staff working on Sunday and Monday, but they were helping Three-stand, record-setting, certificate-holding shearers,
with the record, including a 4am start on Sunday to draft and from left: Coel L’Huillier, Kaleb Foote and Daniel Langlands.
prepare 2300 lambs from the 9000 available. Client farmers
had played their part, by allowing their shearing to be put-off
a day or two to help the cause.
Starting at 7am, the trio was always ahead of the pace, with
512 in the first of the four two-hour runs and 1005 by lunch,
well-up on the previous record’s half-way mark of 920 and
putting in sight a goal of 2000 for the day.

Vacancies available for clean reliable shearers and
shedhands from January through to end of March.
We have a great working environment with meals,
accommodation and transport provided.

Ray Te Whata Owner 027 948 4512
Vanessa Te Whata Manager 027 435 1595 | 03 248 6122
Mossburn, Southland

0917r2149-12-b

We also have a 10-stand portable
crutching trailer available
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Shearing in Sweden

Sweden is a country with a very small sheep population. The
total flock comprises 315,000 ewes and rams. The average
flock has increased to around 23 animals! The biggest flock
is some 900.
There are no woolsheds in Sweden so we have to shear
in a barn or in an old dairy house, or a stable that’s usually
pretty clean and with good lights. The farriers do not accept
dusty, dirty conditions. (I know because I am a professional
farrier as well.) Or sometimes we must shear in a paddock.
Everybody must have their own gear, machine and portable
stand. You also must tell the farmer very very clearly that
we need a board (not slippery) to stand on.
In Sweden there are about 50 shearers who are working
to an acceptable standard. (And many more who shear for
friends and neighbours with not good quality at all.)
In the past 15 years the shearing quality has raised a
lot since we have shearing instructors from the United
Kingdom. Also, the standard of competitions have increased
a lot though we have judges from UK.
Some shearers went overseas (like me) to learn more
and became better. Mostly we work by ourselves (only
one shearer) but if bigger flocks or BIG sheep are involved
we have two or three shearers. There are no contractors in
Sweden so we have to find the jobs ourselves.
The farmers who want some benefit shear twice a year
but we also shear many full-wool sheep. There are many
breeds and also mixed breeds in the same mob. The native
breeds are the best to shear. They are quiet, usually smaller
and don’t kick so much. But people have a tendency to feed
the sheep too much so they become heavy, and strong.
The English breeds have their long tails because here the
government thinks it is painful to live without a tail!
Most of the wool goes in the rubbish bin or is thrown
away but over the past two or three years the sheepowners
have been getting some return and benefit from the wool.
Okay, see you in the woolshed (which we don’t have) …
(Hans Wigren, Sweden)

Flashback to Shearing magazine, November 1997: New
Zealanders Heather MacRae (left) and Annette (Annie)
Lowe had just gained their woolclassing certificates at the
Western Institute of TAFE at Dubbo. They were two of 60 New
Zealanders to have gone through the course in the 10 years
prior to that time. You still out there, people?

Big Shoutout to Shearing
industry workers worldwide
Stay safe, look after your
families, stay in touch with one
another. Kia Kaha
Shearers & Shed staff wanted

(starting approx. May)
We will be trying to start back up as
soon as possible. Second‐Shear will
hopefully start on time in May. Keep
a close eye on Facebook for
developments.

Hans Wigren shearing for Sweden at the 2005 world
championships in Toowoomba, Australia. Attendant judge is
Ray Davies from Wales.
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Tribute: Stan Artridge

Stan Artridge, a highly-respected shearing instructor, Sports
Shear Australia judge and referee, died at the Northern
Hospital, Epping (Vic) on 23 December 2019, aged 88 years.
Stan was taught to shear at the age of 16, by Bill Hartley.
He soon became an outstanding shearer who initially rode
a motor bike to work. He was sometimes late to work but
would still regularly shear his 200 plus in a day.
In October 1954, Stan won the Euroa Show shearing
competition. That same year he married Dawn Noye and
they raised a family of four daughters and one son.
During the 1954 season Stan travelled to Queensland and
New South Wales and handled over 70,000 sheep for the
year. He also shore in Queensland in 1956, the year of the
big strike by shearers.
Stan retired from full time shearing in 1962 to concentrate
on establishing ‘Dawnstan Park’, the property he and Dawn
owned at Ruffy, Victoria. From 1962 Stan completed his
professional wool-classing certificate and began classing
local district clips. Young local shearers often sought his
advice in the shed or he would notice a way he could assist
them to shear better quality or with less effort.
In 1973, to support the growing Euroa Show competitions,
Brian Morrison arranged for Stan, John Hanrahan and Bernie
Walker to go to ‘Drysdale Estate’ where the Morrison team
was shearing 30,000 sheep. There the trio was instructed
in the basics of competition judging by Fred Jarvis, then
Australian Wool Corporation (AWC) shearing instructor for
Victoria. Stan and John Hanrahan then supported the Euroa
Apex Club competitions as judges. They were founding
members of Euroa Shearing Association in 1977.
About 1980 Stan was appointed as a regional shearing
instructor by the AWC after Fred Jarvis retired. The Sunbeam
Corporation Rural Division also sent him to Iran to teach
the locals to shear and how to care for the Sunbeam gear
with flexible drives. Stan also became involved with Mike
Stevens researching stain free clip preparation procedure.
Stan became an outstanding, highly respected competition
shearing judge and referee and World Sheep Shearing
Records Society referee. He was appointed chief referee
at Euroa’s Golden Shears Australia from 1979.

Australian shearing identity Stan Artridge (left) with Bernie
Walker and Tony Abbey (background) at the Australian
national championships, Armidale (NSW), 1998.
On 24 June 1982 Stan shore in the ‘Sheep to Suit’ world
record. Together with Bill Griffiths and Tony Smith they
shore sheep at the College of Textiles. They used narrow
gear, the sheep were pre-washed and trimmed to remove
any shorter staple wool. The wool went from board to the
drycleaners (quicker than the scour) and then to the spinners,
knitters and weavers to produce cloth. The total time taken
was one hour 32 minutes 33.52 seconds and was recognised
by the Guinness Book of Records.
Stan first went to Golden Shears at Masterton in 1975 and
competed and judged at Golden Shears Masterton in 1976.
Stan was a very keen eco-farmer and bred very good fine
wool merinos. He is survived by four daughters and a son.

Three Gold Coins in the Fountain

‘I set out to raise the standard of shearing and
the status of the shearer. I have tried to condense
shearing down to as few words as possible and I get
it somehow like this:
• Take the wool off the sheep in the best possible
condition for market;
• Leave the sheep in the best possible condition
to grow another fleece next year;
• Leave the shearer in the best posible condition
to do another day’s shearing tomorrow.’
(Ivan Bowen, letter to Eddie Reidy, 1983)

World Shearing Records Society chairman Paul Harris (left)
presents John Fagan with Life Membership of the Society
at its annual meeting in May 2019. The first person to be Just been checking on an old mate ... seems to be okay. His
so honoured, John is also a life member of Shearing Sports real name is Smith but I call him ‘Crengle’ because I’m not
New Zealand, along with Hugh McCarroll and Robin Kidd. sure exactly how old he is. Seventy-something, I guess.
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The Goose Gang, blade shearers [unless otherwise noted] at Lochiel Station, Hanmer, October 1993. Back left: John Harrigan
(in hat, musterer), Ivan Brown,
RonGang,
Cameron.
row:
Tony Station,
Mallinson
(musterer),
Graham
The Goose
BladeSecond
Shearers.
Lochiel
Hanmer,
October
1993 Weavers, Liz McClelland
(woolhandler), Andy Oldfield, Alister
(manager),
Sam
(presser).
Front
left: Unknown woolhandler, Karen
Back row:Dunbar
John Harrington
(hat) musterer,
IvanManning
Brown, shearer.
Ron Cameron,
shearer.
Second row:
Tony Mallinson, musterer, Graham
Weavers,
shearer.
Liz McClelland,
woolhandler,
Andy Oldfield,Terry
shearer,O’Donnell,
Alister Dunbar, manager.
SamMacEwan,
Manning, presser.
Carleton
(woolhandler/classer),
Phil
Oldfield,
Paula
Palmer
(woolhandler),
Gordon
Roger
Front row: Unknown, wool handler. Karen Carleton, woolhandler/classer. Phil Oldfield, shearer. Paula Palmer, woolhandler. Terry O'Donnell, shearer. Gordon MacEwan, shearer. Roger
Boyd (classer). (Phil Oldfield photo collection.)
Boyd, classer

Three generations family affair at Bungards Waihola property: Tia Potae, Kahu
Behren, Mark West, Hoani Wipaki and Dayna Te Aho. (Michelle Shearing).

Who, what, why, where and when?

All year round work available for
experienced and reliable shearers
and shedhands who can ensure we
provide a quality service
to our clients.
We offer good quality
accommodation, meals and vehicles
to travel to work.
ACC tertiary accreditation & member
NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association.
Enquiries to Pip on

03 693 8087 or 027 432 6932
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Ages and pages past, blades in black and white. Top: Boss’s Boots (Dunstan Peaks), Alan Butcher and Glenda Betts at
Mendip Hills, 1988 (Don Davies gang). Above: Big Board with twelve blade shearers all at least partly visible.

GRANT MOORE SHEARING
Winton, Southland
•

Grant Moore Shearing is looking for keen reliable staff for the
busy main shear season, December through to end of March.
We are paying on and above the recommended new pay
rates to our staff and also entitlements. Meals are provided
and we have some accommodation available.
We have recently taken over Integrity Shearing in Ohai and
will have continuity of work through most of the year.
We have also taken on a full-time Manager Chas Tohiariki
with 15 years experience in the Training sector and many
more as a shearer. We see this as a win win for our clients
and our staff and will be able to offer training and support
on daily basis.
We will strive to offer the best service for our clients and
a safe, positive, happy, work environment for all our staff.

•
•

Experienced staff required for our busy King Country and
Waikato-based Mainshear, November-February. Excellent
conditions, meals and transport provided.
Phone Troy Simmons, 021 175 9162 or 07 873 8624
email: otorohangashearing@hotmail.co.nz

•

Any questions or queries, message or phone us
Grant +64 273 450 963 or Chas +64 277 474 471
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Shearer’s Jeans

A short story by Aroha Te Whata
I put my shearer’s jeans on one leg at a
time. I have no use for airs and graces.
The sheep never stop kicking, and my
muscles are taut with the strain.
Calluses on my hands are the last line
of defence against the thistles that sting
as wool peels away from the warm
flesh of the sheep.
My handpiece judders like chattering
teeth, threatening to break lose, with
only my hand to tame it. I remember
a shearer who once allowed a locked
handpiece to bury itself in his bicep
in order to spare the face of a young
woolhandler. A bloody mess that
became a livid scar. It could have been
worse, for this is dangerous work.
My day began at 4am and the spark
of steel on the emery disks of my
grinder will be flaring as night falls.
There are combs to sharpen, and
cutters to clean, and the next day will
be the same. On and on, sheep after
sheep, day after day, no end in sight,
no weekend to speak of. Only rain can
bring it all to a screeching halt.
I remember a shearer who continued
to work even after he’d developed
gangrene in his leg – skin falling away
like bark. It could have been worse; he
could’ve lost the leg.
From coast to coast, and one remote
location to another. I have to go where
the work is, though it takes me far
from my family and the comfort of
my own bed.
The roads are long and the tally
counter of my mileage keeps ticking
over. I swat a fly with the Art of War by
Sun Tzu, a book I’ll read one of these
days, when time permits.
I remember the conversation I’d had
with another shearer during our last
smoko before cut out.
“Have you heard that long term
exposure to chemicals in the wool can
affect the nervous system?” I’d had to
shake my head, ‘no’.
I wondered later if the numbness
in my fingers was a result of those
chemicals. There’s no way to know,
and it could be worse, because I love
my job: the drive to be better, the
camaraderie, and a cool beer at the end
of a hard day.
Lanolin, shearers glue, dynamo,
earth and grass - the scents of my trade.
When I get home, it isn’t long before
I’m back to sharpening cutters and
shaping combs.
My six-year-old son stands in the

doorway of the shed and I gesture for
him to sit beside me. He picks up a
comb and presses his small fingers
against the shining teeth.
I ask him about school. Has he been
listening to his mother? My youngster
nods in the affirmative, but his focus
remains firmly fixed on the grinder.
“Shall we start it up?”
My son’s face lights up. The disks
spin, sparks flying. He doesn’t leave
my side until the job is finished.
After dinner, my daughters squeal
with laughter as I pretend to shear each
one in turn. When I come to my son,
he stops me saying, “I’m not the sheep
dad, I’m the shearer!”
I mess up his hair affectionately.
“Are you now?”

“Yes. I’m gonna be a shearer like you
when I grow up!”
I want to warn him about the pain,
and uncertainty. The toll of being asked
to give so much for so little, but I can
tell by the look in his eyes that it’s
already too late. Shearing it seems, is
in his blood.
******

Shearing magazine
Become a subscriber!
Note: Two-year sub now $30.00
(up from $20.00)
See page 3 for details or just email
shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
It’s that easy!

Strengthen Your Business

Join NZSCA

Every year New Zealand Shearing Contractors Association
members shear 70% of the nation’s flock, employing 3,200
workers. We give them tools that strengthen their business
and streamline their paperwork.
Employment — industry-approved employment contract;
recommended pay rates, Employers & Manufacturers Assoc.
(EMA) membership; work visa application support.
Insurance — AON coverage included in NZSCA membership
fee. Covers Public Liability, Employers & Statutory Liability,
Punitive & Exemplary, Directors & Officers.
Health and safety — workbook compliant with the Health
& Safety at Work Act 2015. Access to Tahi Ngātahi online
learning platform.

President: Mark Barrowcliffe 027 554 4433
Executive Officer: Phil Holden 027 467 1670
Secretary: Suzanne Kennedy 027 551 1500
E: contactus@nzshearing.co.nz
Find out more: www.nzshearing.co.nz
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All good things must come to an end. This is one such event –
the last shearing at The Neck, Stewart Island (Rakiura) after
40 years. Top: The shearers who did the business, from back
left: Herb Blending, Stuart McKerchar, John Rae. Middle left:
JJ Crengle, Ian Snow Harrison, Norm Roos, Fluff Leask. In
front: Dave Goodin. Above: The ‘modern’ shed.

The Shearer, by Cedric Emanuel (1906-1995). (Image from
Des Williams collection.) Emanuel was born at Gisborne on
1 July 1906 and moved with his parents to Australia when
he was six-years old. He developed his artistic abilities from
a young age. Serving as an officer with the RAAF during
World War II, he spent part of that time in New Guinea as
an unofficial war artist. He spent most of his working life as
a freelance artist, sketching in watercolours and ink, various
aspects of life in Australia. He was awarded the Medal of the
Order of Australia in 1981 for his services to art. As a younger
man he was a keen sportsman, taking part in surfing, boxing,
wrestling (he won a New South Wales state championship)
and football. There is no apparent record of his ever having
worked in the sheds. One of Cedric’s sons, David Emanuel,
played rugby for Australia against New Zealand in 1957
and later toured the British Isles with the 1957/58 Wallabies.

Tararua Shearing Ltd

Craig ‘Wiggy’ Wiggins (‘The Farmer’s Voice’ on rural radio)
runs the tape over Wayne from Tauranga at Golden Shears
last month (before he goes in for some more qualified opinions
from the resident doctor. Wiggy and Dr Sue Fowlie have
been taking ‘The Glob’ caravan to various rural events and
locations, inviting farmers to come in and have a check up –
blood pressure and other simple tests – and to put their own
health first for a change. It just takes a few minutes so those
old excuses like ‘too busy’ and ‘haven’t got time’ just don’t
sound credible when the caravan is right there in front of you.
Unfortunately, future likely locations for The Glob to appear
are on hold while the Covid-19 crisis sorts itself out. But keep
watch for it and take advantage of the service when next it
appears in a public location. (cnwiggins@xtra.co.nz.)

Shearers and shedhands wanted.
Must have good work ethics
and be reliable.
Accommodation, meals and
transport provided.
Work from mid-November to
end of March.
Phone Lionel or Stephanie
Home 06 376 7877
Work 06 375 8488
Cell 027 440 7021
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
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Whatever happened to the KISS Principle

Shearing mag emails often end with the wonderful quote,
‘If you think something is bullshit, say so.’

With that in mind, I felt compelled to comment on
pages 24-26 of the November 2019 mag. Now, I mean
no disrespect to the people whose jobs it is to write these
employment laws and police them, but this is just too much.
(If anyone thinks I’m being a bit harsh, dig out the November
mag and have another look.)
Where have common sense, straight talk and old
fashioned values gone? We work in a seasonal industry;
at certain times of year you just have to push on and work
when ‘normal’ people are relaxing.
There are some legendary stories of gangs back in the
day shearing 11 hour days, and even two teams working
the same shed alternating between day and night shifts to
cut out by 5pm on Christmas Eve. No-one worried about
employment law, they just got on and did it, and got the job
done. Everybody was happy.
Even if we are lucky enough to be given a day off on a
public holiday in peak season, we aren’t the sort of people
who would expect to be paid for doing nothing are we?
It’s not in our DNA. A shearer is driven by clocking up
daily tallies to earn what they earn, and wool handlers and
pressers look forward to a payslip with a big tally of hours
– honest hard work.
And what about the poor contractors? I would imagine
even a lawyer would feel depressed reading through that
lot. A contractor has a million and one things to think about
every day as it is, there is never a free minute in the day from
4.30am in the morning until late into the evening, a day never
passes without multiple problems to solve and the stress is
high. They don’t need this! Why can’t life just be simple?
(Tom Harding)

Like Golden Shears, the New Zealand Rural Games at
Palmerston North (the following weekend) just got themselves
completed in time to beat the new ‘rules of assembly’ imposed
by the Government in wake of the coronavirus pandemic. The
shearing feature event (speedshear) brought together the 10
best-performed competitiors during the season. Jack Fagan
(pictured above) won the two-sheep final in 46.52 seconds,
beating Dig Balme by nearly three seconds. Balme had a
three-second lead on the first sheep. Other placegetters in
descending order were Marshall Guy (Taumarunui), Rowland
Smith (Hastings), Aaron Haynes (Feilding), Leon Samuels
(Gore), Paerata Abraham (Masterton), Jimmy Samuels
(Marton), Ringa
Paewai (Gore)
and Brett Roberts
(Mataura)

Palmer Bros Shearing
Southland
All year round work available for
experienced and reliable staff on
our local and stay out runs. Fine
wool shedhands required from
start August until end October.
Quality accommodation available.
Friendly and safe working
environments.

For enquiries call Joel on
0274 075 531

We’re looking for keen and
reliable people for our busy
Main Shear, Dec-April:
Shearers, Shedhands,
Pressers
Top pay rates, transport
and food supplied.

Phone Corey on
0273 265 542
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Like to come shearing in the
sunny Hawkes Bay?
We have jobs available from midMay to end of September and
mid-October through to March for
seasonal staff.
If you’d like to move here to live
we have permanent positions
available for the right people. All
you need is a good work ethic and
your gear.
Accommodation available.
Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit

Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553
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FLASHBACK to Poverty Bay Shears 2007. Opposite: kids
with a view and Ian Kirkpatrick with some trophies; Rose
Puha does some fancy skirting. Top right: Oti Mason, Aria
Mullins and Ailsa Fleming with woolhandling silver. Above:
Not sure who this is but he doesn’t look too Flash. Let’s hope
the past 13 years have treated him well.

ROTORUA
TO OUR CLIENTS WE OFFER




Drug Free Gangs
H&S Policy systems in place
Proven shearing & woolhandling services

TO OUR EMPLOYEES WE OFFER




A true drug free environment
(Mandatory tes�ng by NZTDDA)
Above NZSCA recommended rates
Accommoda�on, food, transport,
emeries ‐ all provided at no expense

Jeﬀ ‐ 027 4920758

Oﬃce ‐ 021 414914 jeﬀdorset@xtra.co.nz

We support all that is best in shearing
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SHED SAFETY?

NO WORRIES!

When you choose the world’s #1 selling and most trusted
woolpress and shearing plant, you’re investing in equipment
with safety at its heart, so you can have peace of mind knowing
you’ve made your shearing shed a whole lot safer.

TPW Xpress Woolpress
• Safety screen guard with automatic return
• Presses more weight into less packs
• Automatic bale pinning and bale ejection
• Contamination-free short square bales
• Fast pack locking system

EVO Shearing Plant
•
•
•
•

Visit A Heiniger Stockist
Call (03) 349 8282
heiniger.co.nz

Winner of 2 Worksafe Industry Awards
Unique electronic safety switch
Designed to eliminate handpiece lockups
Proven choice for commercial shearing
contractors in Australia and New Zealand

Find out more about our
mission to make shearing
sheds safer for all Kiwis!
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